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Abstract
The role of lattice distortion in two kinds of tnulti--band ferrornagnets is studied in detail.
One is TDAE-C 60 and the other is the layered perovskite-type orbital ordering co1npound
K2CuF4.
We propose that the origin of fenornagnetism of TDAE-C 60 is the orbital ordering due
to cornbined effects of intnunolecular charge transfer induced Jahn-Teller ( CT JT) distortion and intennolecular cooperative Jahn- Teller ( CJT) distortion . First , serni-etnpirical
MO calculation and structure optirnization are carried out for a single C(30 ion and it is
found that C60 is distorted frorn sp herical shape into rugby ball-like structure, na1nely
CT JT is realized actually. Next we found that C(30 crystals can order ferromagneti cally if
distorted C60 anions are a nangecl so that appropriate orbital ordering is r alized, which
is called CJT distortion. In order to 'xe:unine the a ·tual possibility of the fcuonw.g 'nlic
order the rnagnetic phase cliagrcun for one-dimensional rnulti-band Hubbard rnodel r levant to a C50 chain is co nstru cted with exact diagonalization pro ced ure. It is found
that the high spin state ( fenornagenti c state) can be certainly the ground state for the
pararneters derived by setni-etnpirical MO calculation and CI interaction calculation for
C(30 . We propose possible three-dirnensional anangernents of distorted Cij0 ions whi ch can
give rise to three-di1nensional ferromagentic order. W also propose sev ral xperimental
approaches which rnight b e able to confinn our suggestion.
We have studied also the pressure effects on Perovskite-type orbital ordering fenomagnet K 2 Culi 4 , patti ·ulady the press ure-induced transition ft·orn f n01nagnetic (F) to
antiferrmnagnetic (AF) state. Firs t the magne tic phase cliagratn of sirnpl one-di1nensional
1nul ti- baud II ubbard limn il Lou ian w i tlt anLiferrodi s torti VL' order is cons tru cted wi tit exac t
diagonalization proc .,clure. lt is fotllld LltaL AF aud helical (111) s tates can be stabl e in
a region of large transfer en rgy eve n with keepiug antifeno lis Lortive order. For more
realistic two-di1nensional 1nodels relevant to CuF 2 plane in K 2 CuF 4 the rnagnetic phase
diagram is derived by perturLation al procedure. Judging from the para1neter values estimated by FLAPW band calculaLions for K 2 Culi 4 under high pressure as well as at mn1

bient pressure, it is concluded that the pressure- iud uced F'- AF Lransi Lion I nay IJe realized
in K 2 CuF 4 without structural trausition fr01n antilfenodislorti ve to ferrodistorti ve phase .
l~urther th e observed pressure dependence of '/ ~ of I(2 Cu F' 4 can be explained qualitatively

by our theory.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recently rnany physicists and chemists have been studying about the so-called rnulti-band
1naterials, in which existence of two or rnore orui tals on an atotn or a rnolecule plays a
essential role for various physical properties. Typical exe:unples are organic ferromagnets.
Since p-NPNN was discovered fi.rs t a.s a purely organic ferrmnagn t in 1991 [l], various
organic ferrmnagnets have been synthesized. Most of thcrn are unclerstoocl to ue fenornagnetic if intennolecular transfers between 1nany orl>itals satisfy SI ecial relations. One
of the rnost interesting and puzzled syst Ins is TDAE-C 60 [2, 3, 4], which shows a fenornagnetic behavior with a Curie t mperature '/

c=16 K [5].

This transition tern perature

is quite high atnong the purely organic fenmnagnets discovered thus far.
Another exan1ple of the rnulti-Lmncl tnaterials is cuGic perovskite-type cornpounds,
La 1 _x SrxMn03 and its farnily, which have been regarded a':i cloul>le exchang

systerns

[6, 7, 8]. These systetns have b en revisited by both experirnentalists and theoreti ·ians,
and it has been clarified that doubly cl "generate r/1 orGital of Mn ions plays a crucial
role in orbital, charge and spin ordering which govern the physical properties of these
systetns [9 , 10]. The d1 orbital plays an impot'Lant role also in causing fenornagnetistn
of the layered perovskite-type cmnpouncls such as K 2 Cul• 4 ancl (RNih)2CuCl 4 (R= Alkil
chain or armnatic group). Quite interestingly fenotnagnetic (F) to antifenOinagnetic ( AF)
transition has been observed in these systerns unckr high pr ssure [11, 12].
The purpose of this thesis is first to propose a rnechanis1n for the fenomagnetisrn of
TDAE-C6o, and secondly to clarify the nature of pressur -inducecl F AF tra11sition of
K 2CuF 4 and related rnaterials.
In chapter 2 we outline the three calculational tnethocls usecl in this th sis . They are

(1) PM3 1nethod for setni-e1npirical rnolecular orbital (MO) calculations and its configu-
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raLion interaction (Cl) calculatiun , C!) exact diagotw.liz.atiun (ED) uwthud fur rnulti-uand
HubbarJ ll arniltonians, and (3) FLAPW (full-putentiallincariz.eJ augn1ented-plane-wave)
rnethod for first-principles band calculations.
Tl1e m chan isrn of fenonw.gnetisnl of TD!\E-C6o is discussed in chapter 3. We sugges t a possible origin of the intennolecular fenunulgnetic interaction between C60 's. The
charge-transfer induced intnunolecular Jahn-Teller (CTJT) distortion of C60 is first st udied by calc ulating the rnolecular orbitals with us of the PM3 rn thocl in MOPAC library,
and then the rela tion Letw "en the orientation of two C(j0 's and their rn agnetic interaction is discussed. l'u rthcnnore . tlte rule of intennolecular coo pera ti ve J ahn-Teller (CJT)
distortion in f'err01n ag nct ic ord erin g is invest igated with 'Xac t di agonalization procedure
of finit e-size multi-Land llubl> ard chain s. And a possil>l e JT-Jistorted crys tal structure
which is likely to exhibit three dirn ensional fenornagnetic ordering is proposed. Finally
we also suggest several expcrin1 nt al ap proac hes which tn ay confinn the rnoclel proposed
in this report.
In chapter 4 we investigate pressure effec ts on rnagnetism of the layered perovsk itetyp e co1npounds s uch as KLCul• 4 and (RNII:5):lCuCl 4 (R= Alkil chain or ar01natic group).
K 2 Cul~ 4

is a ferr01nagnet whose Curie t emperature is 6.25K, and it is l> elived that its

fenornagnetic origin is ascriL ed to coop erative J a hn-Teller ffect clue to dege nerate ([/orbitals of Cu ions. In CuX 2 plane (X = IIalogen) , ferrornagnetic state becorne stable due
to antifenodistortion. R ecently Ishizuka et al. carried out 1nagnetization rn asurernents
for K 2 CuF 4 under high pressures up to 13 GPa over the temperature range from 1.5
to 18 K [11]. Their results show that the value of 'l'c is allnost constant for press ures
P < 4 GPa. They have reported also that the 1nagnetic susc ptibility at low tetnperatures

is suppressed rapidly above l)c = 8

r-0

9 GPa, whi ch indicates the disappearance of the

fenmnagnetic state. They speculated that at
is induced by a structural transition h·orn th

}Jc

a transition frorn the F to the AF state

AFD to the fenodistortive (PD) ordering

of F - ions. On the other hand , from H.a1nau scattering rn easurernents Kitaz.awa el al.
have observed that a stru ctur al phase tr a nsition occurs at a press ure higlH ~ r thau fJc[63].
This result 1nay suggest that s tru ctur al tran si tion can not l> e the origin of disappearance
of the fenornagnetic state.
As a first step to dis cuss rnagneti c: properti s of K:2 CuP 4 and related rnat erial s we use
one di1nensional rnulti-baucl llul>b ard model which Lakes account only d1-orbitals of Cu
ions . Magneti c phase cli agrarn in the sp ace of some p a rame t rs are constructed with exact

7

diagonalization procedure. Next, perturbational approach is applied to two clirnensional
rnulti-ba11d Hubbard rnodel a11d the original model Ilarniltonian is transformed into a
Heisenberg Ilarniltonian. Then , phase diagrcun in the space of exchange couplings in this
Heisenberg IIarniltonian is produced wit!t classical spin approxirnation, and it is projected
into the space of pararneters of the original rnulti-bancl IlubLard IIarniltonian. The transfe r energies in the rnodel IIamiltouian , which are relevant to K 2 CuF 4 are estimated by
using t he results of FLAPW baud calculations for K2CuF 4 . Ou the basis of the obtained
res ul ts we discuss the pressure-induced F Ali transition observed in K 2 Culi 4 and related
rnaterials.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical

Method~;

In this thesis theoretical investigations are done by using three rnethods: PM3 method
for molecular orbital calculations, exact diagonalization rnethod for multi-band Hubbard
Hamiltonian, and FLAPW (full-potential linearized augrnented-plane-wave) rnethod for
band calculations. In this chapter we outline the essence of these three theoretical rnethods.

2.1

Semi-empirical Molecular Orbital Calculations

HF approximation and MECI calculation
Most of rnolecular orlJital (MO) calculations are based on the Hartree-Fock (IIF) approximation . In chapter 3, in addition to MO calculations with the IIF approxirnation,
MECI (Multi-Electron Configuration Interaction) calculations are carried out also. In
this section we outline these procedures briefly.
Atomic orbitals (AO) are considered as one-particle basis functions.

Consequently

MO's are derived as linear cmnlJ inations of AO's, which is called LCAO(Linear COinbination of Atornic Orbital) approxirnation:

(2.1)
where ¢i rep resents an AO specified by the lab 1 'i. We solve the variational problem
with using Slater detenninant consist ing of,\ n 's as trial function with

III~

approxirn ation.

By this approxirnation, however, cotT lation effect is neglected. In order to improve this
problern, MECI calculation has been developed. In the IIF approxitnation, N /2 lower
state of one-particle wave functions are occupied (2 represents degeneracy of spin). In

Cl calcul ations, on the other hand , we consider the nw.ny-body states in which electrons
are transfenecl frmn lower state to higher state. Many-body eigenstates are obtained by
diagon alizing the liar nil toni an rnatrix in this space . It is a defect of CI calculat ion that it
cannot be applied to large systeu1s due to restriction of men10ry on cornputers. For larger
systern, we often apply MEC lr nethod with lirnited one-particle st a tes. In this procedure,
limited occupied states and uno ccup ied states are specified as active space. Electronic
transfer in active space are only considered in producing rnany-body bases. For ins tan ce
we consider a systern with three orbitals and thre . electrons (see l~ ig . 2.1). We rnu st take
account of twenty states as rn a ny-body bases if we carry out full-CI calculations. If we
have two higher orbitals includ ed in act iv

space, on the other hand , only four states

which are shown in Fig. 2.1 rn ay be cons idered as rn a uy-bocly bases. Generally speaking,
orbitals near the Fermi energy rn a inly contribute to rnaterial properties , and consequently
MECI calculations yield good results in rnany cases.

+--+
+--+
++++++++

Figure 2.1: Many-body bases used

111

MECI calculation whose active space consist of

upper two orbitals

PM3 method and MOPAC library
Major difficulty of MO calculatious litjs

111

intt>gral calculi. Matrix lemc nts of I lamilto-

nian is given as integral of the prod t! CL of an operator and 2"'-' "1 AO's through the whole
space, which give lirnit ation to the systern size to be calculated. In serni-ernp irical MO
calculations, integral calculi are replaced with pararneters es tirnat d fron1 exp erirnents.
PM3 rnethod, which is used in chapter 3 , is one of such serni-ernpirical MO calculation
methods. The parruneters used in the PM3 rnethod are given in ref. [21]. Furthennore the
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PM3 method is included in )v!OPAC. which i:::; a pac·kag uf :::;erni-ernpiri cal l\110 calculations
[22] distributed by QCP E or JCPE.

2.2

Exact Diago11alizatior1 of Ht1bbard Model

2.2.1

Multi-Band Hubbard Hamiltonian

Hubbard 1nodels have been stud ied uy rnauy scieutis ts for di:::;cussing electronic states in
crystals with :::;trong electron correlation [23, 2~, 25]. In chap ters 3 and 4 we use rnulLi-band
Hubbard Il arni ltonian [2G, 27] Lo discw:is the so-call ed orbital ordering ferromagn etism.
Our rnodel IIarniltoni an is exp ressvd as follows:

11

(2.2)

+

L

UniJJ-1 niJ..Ll

ijl-

+

-2.: (U -

J f>aa' )niJ-La'll.iva'

iJ-L=f.vaa'

+

L

J cLac!vaCiJ-LaCiva

tJ..LVa

where

cLa(ciJ..La)

the ith site and

represents a creation (annihilation) operator of J.l.-orbital with a-spin at
nipa

is the nurnb er operator. The first , th second, the third and the

fourth lines represe nt , respec tively, th e orbital and the intennolecular transfer energi s,
the intra-o rbital Coulon1b energy.

thL~

inter-orbital Coul01nu energy and the

.~·z·(;z

part of

exchange interaction , and the S 1 _ .~· - part of exchauge interaction .
This Ha1niltonian is derived with assurnpLions a.s follows:
• The intra-orbital and the inter-orbital Coulmnb energies are assumed to be the sarne.
• Among non-diagonal part of Coulornb interaction, only exchange interaction is considered
Furthermore, assurning that the system is one-dimensional and that transfer interaction exist only between nearest neighbors , we can obtain
11

L
kJ-La

~J. 'IIJ.:J-La 1-

L

lkJ-Lv( l LLar:kva

kJ,.Lva

~ u ('t
('t
('
('
+ '\.
~
k+qJ-La kJ-La' ·k+qJ-La' kJ-La
J.:qj..L

11

+ h .c. )

(2 .3)

2f 1w

COS

A'.

with Fourier transfonnation:

1
11\T

vN

\.------.. r·
,L
kJ.LaL

.

tkRi

(2.5)

'

k

~ .t ,ikR
LckJ.Lac
.
N·t
IN
1

2.2.2

(2.6)

Exact diagonalization procedure

Hubbard models have b een treated with various approxirnations stnce it is difficult to
solve exactly the

igenvalue problent for Ilul.Jl.Jard systerns with infinite size [23 , 2·1, 25,

26, 27]. I3elow we explain practical procedures of (.;xact diagonalization rnethod for onedirnensional finite systerns.

Number of basis functions
The rnost difficult proolen1 is rapid in crease of the numb er of oases as xtending the syst rn
size . I"'or single-band Iluuuard systems the numo e r of bases is
sites , N, and the nurnber of electrons, Ne , are th
the nurnber of bases is
systerns.

28 C 14 =--=-l.O

The nurnber of oases is

x 10

7

'2NCN ..

if the nurnber of

same. I' or exarnple, for N = Ne = 14,

! lL is tnore serious for rnulti- band Ilubbard

4 NCN..

for two-oruitals systern with quarte r filling .

Therefore , even for N = N 8 =8 we lWl ~ d 3 ~C 8 = 1.0 x 107 bases. IL is i1npossil.Jle practically
to diagonalize such a large rnatrix. T'his situation is irnproved a little bit if we carry out
block diagonalization of liarniltonian rnatrices l.Jy rnaking use of the synunetry properties
or the conservative quantities whose operators are comrnutable with the Hamiltonian .
Such operators cornrnutable with the IIarniltonian are listed in Table 2.1.
Of course, all block cliagonalization procedure cannot L>e caniecl out always at the
same Lime, since these operators cat1uot b e always co mmutable with each other. But we
can reduce the dirn ension of rnatri ces f'l·orn order of 10 7 to 10 5 .
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Table 2.1: Operators coininutaule with llalllil toni a n and the numuer of bloc·ks after Glock
diagonalization
operator

N un1u er of block

llH'LUllllgS
-

-

- - - ---

,'-;;otal

Total z compon<:>uts of spin

'1'

'I\·<lllSiation

Num. of Sites

1

Mirror in real sp ace

2

is

linor in spi n space

2

NUin . of lect ron

-

1

One-electron bases
Site-localized bases are often used as one-electron bases . In this thesis, however , we use
Bloch functions as the one-electron basis fun ctions b ecause Bloch fun c tions are e igenfunctions of 'f. It h as the advantage of di suse of Llock diagonalization for 'f, but has
disadvantage in calculating off-diagonal ele1nents o f Ilmniltonian. With using localized
orbital as one-particle bas is fun ction , off-diagonal part is produ ced in calculating transfer
part, whi ch is one-particle operator. On th other hand , it is 1..-rocluced from two-particle
operator in this proced ure. which 11w.kes the scale of calc ulation uigger. We .1nust selec t
the shape of bases for each systern.

Diagonalizatio n of matrices
For practical diagonalization we rnust carry out the following three proc dures: 1) triple
diagonalization, 2) calculating eigenvalues, and 3) calculating eigenfunctions. For triple
diagonalization we usually use Lanczos or Householder transformation. Lanczos transformation is useful for obtaining infonnation of the ITtinimum or the maximum eigenvalues
of a large matrix, which is necessary to get infonnation for the ground state. On the
other hand, Householder transfonnation is favorable to get thermal expectation value
because we can know all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors by this 1nethod. Eigenvalues
can be obtained with the Lisec tion n1ethod , which has advantages in computational speed
and amount of Ine1nory. The eigenfunction of only the ground state is calculated with
conjugate gradient method.
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2.2.3

Physical quantities of the groun.d state

We have to calculate the physical quantiti

'S

to clarify the ground state properties. The

definition and rneaning of the physical quantities we use in this thesis are as follows:
1. Total spin:

<

stat

>

> where < ... > rneans the expectation value in the ground state we
can get important information for Inagnetic properties. If < S'tat >=/:- 0, this system
is in ferromagnetic or fenimagnetic state. The definition of < s•tat > is given as
l•rorn < stat

follows:

(.stat )2

(.s~at)2

+ (S~at)2 + (s;at)2

(2.7)

~(S~'sto' + Sto'S~') + (s;o') 2 ,
I:: s~fl'

stat
a

kfl

('.tktLT ('·ktLl'

'-'+

ukfl

ct

c

ktLL ' kflT'

.2: ankflu·
u

However, we only calculate eigenvalues for each ,_c,';at instead of calculating the expectation value of this operator because we can know it with counting the degeneracy
of each state .
2 . Particle density for each orbital: <

nfl

>
(2.8)

Information for difference of orbital is brought out from this value.
3. Fluctuation of density: <

(bnfl)

>
(2.9)

We can know frmn this whether electrons has localized character or itinerant character. It becornes 0 iu localized litnit . In itinerant lin1it, on the other hand, it becornes
positive constant, which depends on the electron number and etc.
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4. Spin-spin correlation function < siJ..L . sL, fw >

< S iJ. L · Si _, rw >=

1

N .2:{ <
2

S iJ. L ·Si-t 6v f- S iv · S i-t6J..L > }.

(2.10)

L

This represents conelation of a pair of spins separated by t>.

When they have

no interac tion , triplet character and singlet( antifenmnagnetic) character, its value
approaches 0, 1/4 and -3/4, respectively.

2.3
2.3.1

FLAPW Band Calculations
LDA(Local Density Approxirr1ation)

Hamiltonians of re alisti c rn any- elec tron sys terns are generally described as
(2.11)

Ht = ~~P~
i
2///,

Hv = ~v(x)

(2 .12)

Here Ht and Hv respectively represent kineti c energy and potential energy due to the
Coulmnb interaction with cations, which are one-particle Hamiltonians . On th

other

hand , Hu represents the Coulmnb interaction between electrons. For N -particle systems
with large N, it is difficult to so lve exac tly the eigenvalue equation for the above Harniltonian. Usually the interaction tenn Hu is approx.itnately treated by a self-consistent
procedure on the basis of a one-particle picture. A typi cal and the tnost popular exatnple
of such approxi1nations is the local density fun ctional approxirnation (LDA) , in which
exchange and correlation energy part are represe nted by a functional of electron density
[13, 14] . In this LDA, one-particle Schrodinger equation is expressed as
{-

1

2'm,

2

pi

+ ·u(x) +

j

Ixn(x')
IllX , + Exc [n(x )]}<iJ i(x ) =
- x'

,

l~i<fJi(x) .

(2 .13)

Number of functional fonn s are proposed for exchange and correlation potential Exc [n(x)]
[15] .
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2.3.2

FLAPW method

There are 1nany 1nethocls to solve eq. ( 2.13) . Ilere we explain the APW, LAPW and
FLAPW 1nethods.

APW n1ethod
First we explain the APW (augmented plane wave) method [16].
d evide the space into two parts , which arc Llw insid
II) of the so-called muflin Lin (0/IT) sp l1en,s

(set~

.l

(n~gion

ln this tnethod we

l) and the outside (region

Fig. :2.2). Tl1e 1vlT'

sphen~s

ar ~ defined

as follows: (1) the C(~ntcr uf (~ach .\1'1' s piH~n~ is on LlH~ nuclear positions and (2) their
radii are detenr1inecl so th at they do not overlap with each other. As basis functions , we
use plane waves augn1eutecl with s pl1erical harmonics inside the MT spheres ( augtneuted
plane wave: APW). Each APW, A k· is expressed ex pli citly as follows:
outsideMT,

Xk
where ki = k

+ Gi

with k being a wave vector in the first Brillouin zone and Gi oeing

a reciprocal lattice vector,
and

p denote

(2.14)

insideMT,

fJ

is the positiou vector fr01n the center of each MT sphere, ki

respectively angular part of ki and fJ, and )e and Yfm represent spherical

Bessel function and spherical harmonics, respectively. Radial functions Ut satisfy

(2.15)
Here we notice that Jt/ is set usually to be the satne as the true eigen nergy

fj'i

to be

detennined . Now eigenfunctions of eq. ( 2.13), <pn,k's (n r presents the band sufix), ar
expancled in terms of finite nu1nber of APW's

{xkli = 1, · · ·, /\/}

as

(2.16)
and the expansion coefficients

ci

are cletennined variationally.

In performing actual calculations oy the APW method the crystal potential is treated
by the MT approximation , that is , the potential is approxitnated to be constant in region
II ,while in region I it is treated oy spherical approxitnation. This approxi1nation seems
to yield good results for high syn11netric closed-packed structures.
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II

Figure 2.2: Muffin Tin (MT) spl1cre in a unit cell and difinition of sotne vectors.
The APW tnethod has been applied successfully to calculate electronic properties,
particularly total energies and electron densities of various crystals. But it ha.s two

seriou~

proble1ns a.s follows:
1. Usual diagonalization procedures cannot be applied since radial functions inside

the MT spheres depends on the eigenvalue

Jj'i

to be detennined.

Consequently

calculations take too 1nuch Lime for large systetns.
2. The MT approxitnation cannot be applied to low sy1nrnetric materials such a.s Inolecular crystals .

LAPW (Linearized APW) n1ethod
In order to itnprove the first difficulty, tbe LAP\V Inethod was d veloped

l17J.

In this

1nethod He(I!J'') in ( 2.15) is expanded with given {U,e(/~J)}:

He(Ij'') =

L cJ Ue(Ij'J),

(2.17)

j

where Lj 's represent given constant energies chosen appropriately. A set of c:j's are determined hotn the continuous condition on the surface of MT spheres . With this approxitnation the eigenvalue and the eigenfu11ction of one-particle Schrodinger equation eq. ( 2.13)
are calculated by usual diagonalization procedure , which can reduce considerauly computational ti1ne. Here we note that reasonable results cannot be derived if given Jjj 's are
not suitable . In this thesis we use two energies ,
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}j'1

and

fj'2·

FLAPW (Full-potential LAPW) n1ethod
The FLAPW Inethod [18, 19, 20] i1nproves the second difficulty.

In this method the

potential is treated as exac.:Lly as possiule , namely, inside the MT spheres the potential
is expanded in tenns of spherical l1annonic functions up to large f and in the outside
region it is expanded into Fouric~ r coitlponents n~ ciproc.:al lattice vectors G . '1 his FLAPW
1net hod gives good re::;u]t::; for low sylltnll'l,ric materials .
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Chapter 3
A Model of the

Ferro~magnetism

of

TDAE-C 60
An organic crystal tetrakis( di1nethylarnino )ethylene (TDAE)-C 60 has a very high magnetic
transition temperature ('1

c=16 K)

for purely organic magnets.

Existing experimental

results suggest that the tnagnetic properties of TDAE-C 60 come rnainly frmn C 60 anions
and that fenornagnetic interaction exists between nearest neighboring (n.n.)

C 60 's in

clusters of nano-scale . However , the true nature of the rnagnetic state of TDAE-C 60 is
still an open question. In this chapter we try to clarify the origin of peculiar 1nagnetic
properties of TDAE-C 60 by proposing a 1nechanis1n for ferrornagnetic interaction betw en
n .n. C6o's.

3.1
3.1.1

Backgrounds
Mai11 results of experiments

In 1991, All ern and et al first reported a fenmnagnetic behavior of TDAE- C 60 as shown in
Fig. 3.1 [5]. They insisted on TDA E-C 60 being a 'soft fenornagnet' because they observed
no hysterisis of 1nagnetization (see Fig. 3.2). They also suggested the possibility that
it is an 'itinerant ferrotnagnet' , which is fascinating for 1nany scientists. Now, however,
their suggestions are deniecl . First Suzuki et al discovered s1nall hysLerisio for InagneLization (29]), and second ly the o!Jserv~d conductivity shows a semiconducting !Jehavior [38].
Judging fro1n the shape of the observed tnagnetiz.ation curve (30], Tanaka et al proposed a
1nodel of 'superpanunagnetistn ' for TDAE-C 60 . In this model ferrmnagnetic clusters consisting of hundreds spins fall into a

paramagn~tic
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state. The satne Inechanistn is suggested
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Figure 3 .1: I• irs t r .l portt~ d m agne tic susce ptibility of TDAE- C 60 [5] .
by Blinc et al fl·orn proton NMR meas urernents [31 ]. Venturini et al proposed a 'spin glass
model' on the b as is of a n alyses of ESR lines ha pe and tirne decay of rn agnetiza tion

[3~ ,

33] .

It was reported that the 1nagnetisn1 have 1nuch to do with the orient ation of C 60 's. These

1nodels, except for the spin gl ass rnodel, are ua.sed on intennol ec ular fetTornagn eti c interaction b etween n . n . C 60 's. A rep ort of n1u on spin relaxa tion also shows the exis tence
of long range ferrorn agncti c order

l35] . Recently Mih airovic et al sugges ted a ''spin gl a.ssy

nanocluster rnodel' [36], where s up erp a ra m agnetic clu s ters suggested uy Tanaka et al are
froz en . Then , the exp eriments s upp ortin g th e spin gl ass n1ocl el do not deny th a t the int erac tion b etween n . n . C 60 's is fctTom agne ti c, 'I'ltus it can b e cons ider d th a t '1 DAE-C 60
is basically fenornagn e tic, anJ their va rious p eculi ar properties are caused by molecular
orientation .
Electronic properti es of TDAE- C6u a re also rep nted. One electron charge transfer
frorn TDAE to C 60 was reported by the en ergy shift of Ag rnode of C 60 in Rarnan scattering
spectra. It is not rnetallic but serniconductor-like, whi ch is confinned by the measurements
of rnicrowave conductivity and optical conductivity [38 , 39]. Furthennore, it is considered
that an unpaired spin is rnainly on C 60

[-10], but it is still not clear [41].

In surnrnary, TDAE-C 60 is not a rnet al Gut a MoLt ins ulator with strong

lectron

correlation or a Heisenu erg rn a terial with furth er s trong elec tron correlation. Further it
rnay b e cons idered as a spin gl ass of f'errom agn ti c nanodus ters where rn agnetic spins
are localized on C 60 ions . In thi s chapter we try to cl arify the origin of ferrorn agnetic
interaction b etween n .n . C 60 's and ft>n orn agneti c ordering in nano-scale.
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Figure 3.2: Magnetization curve of TDAE-C 60 [29].

3.1.2

Basic properties of CGo molecu.le

It seerns necessary for discussing

LlH~

1nagnetis1n of TDAE-C 60 to understand first the

properties of a single C 60 molecule .
Each C 60 rnolecule consists of sixty carbon at01ns, which is a sitnple substance of carbon
following graphite and clic:unond. Fullerene , often used in calling this kind of tnaterials ,
is named after Budoninster Fuller. an architect) who have built tnany sirnilar structuref:l.
Its existence was predicted by Osawa [-1-1J. and hrst discovered by Kroto el al in 1985 [ ~15) .
In particular , tnany studief:l have
crystal of C 60 in 1990

[L16].

Lt ~l'll rl~ portecl

f:lince Kratschtn r el al first produced the

Besich~ f:l , tnany sirnilar rnaterials, higher fullerene, na.notul>e

and so on, have been discover d. 1[owever, we do not refer to these rnaterials furthermore.

A single C60 tnolecule is charac.:Lcrizcd Ly twelve regular pentagons and tw nty hexagonf:l.
( see Fig. 3.3( a)) There are two dist.inct Lypef:l of uouds , one that s parates two hexagons
(bhh ) and the other that separaLef:l a pentagon aud a hexagon (bph ) . Only for equal uoud
length are the hexagons regular. A uwnuer of f:lpectroscopies have showu that they are
equal to 1.40±0.01
about 7.1

A and

1. ~15±0.01

A

respectively, anJ the diarneter of a rnolecule if:l

A.

In one tnolecular state it has 111 symmetry, The syrnrnetry of the rnolecule is independent of these two lengths. ln

corlsc~quence

all carbon at01ns are equivalent.
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We can understand qualiLaLivdy Llw ele ·Lrunic sLates lll'ar Lhe Fenni energy with the
llu ckel approxirnation, LlwL is to say, \Ve can fitl<.l Lhe dt~genl'l'a ·y of th

energy staLes as

LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Mo lecu lar Orbital) a11d JIIONIO (IlighesL Occupied Molecular
Orbital) by considering only six Ly H-orbi Lals and transfc'r b ·Lween n.n. atoms. Furtherrnore, we can understand the c•lL?cLrunic staLl'S more inLuiLiVL'ly. N<:unely as a first step we
can regard C 6 o as a sphe ri cal shell. awl Lhen Schrodinger equation is the se:un

as that of

the angular part for a s in g lt· ltydrogt' Jt. Const•quc'tlL!y the e igenfun ctions a re represc 11Led
by spherical hannoni cs and their dL 'gt~ Jlt•racy is given as 1,3 5, · · ·. In the n ext step we
rnust pay aLLention to the fact C 60 is nuL sp ht' ri cal but h as 111 synunetry. As the result
the degenerate staLes split by 111 -typ e crystal field. We show the energy diagrrun near the

l~e nni e nergy in Fig. 3.3(b). II0.\110 is quinLuply and LUMO is triply d egen e rate. Especially, LUMO is a part of spliLLed f = 5 s Lates and has t 1u syrnrne try. This syrnn1e Lric
prope rty is very irnporLant in di sc uss ing prop erties of C 60 , since C 60 rnol ec ules l> ec01ne
anions in many farnous com p o und s: in which LUMO is p a rtly occupied.

- - - -g9

- - - - -hu
---1

2u

- - - - -hg
- - - 1, 9
- - - llu

it it if it ithu
it it it it it it it it it 9g+- h9
it 1t 1t it 9u
it if it I 2u
it it it it 1t hg
it it it I
it ag
lu

Figure 3.3: ( a)C 60 rnolecule (b )Simplified en ergy cliagrarn of single C6o molecule. [43)
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3.1.3

Crystal structure of TDAE-CGo and its peculiarity

TDAE-C6o has a very high 'Curie tern perature' 'J

c.:= 16 K as organic corn pounds and the

unique ferrornagnet in Fullerene 1naterials (it wn.s reported that C 60 -IBr shows fenornagnetic behavior , but it is unclear [51] at present). This interesting 1nagnet ic behavior of
TDAE-C 6 o seems to ue related with the peculiarity of its crystal structure.
The crystal structure of TDAE-Cuo was first reported by St phens et al for a powder
satnple. It is shown in Fig. 3. -1 [-19]. Figure 3.5(a) represents a schernatic structure of
C 60 's only. IIere we rnust rernark tlw-L C 60 's do not constitute a Ii CC structure like other
C 60 -based rnaterials but an orthorholllbic-like structure , which tnay be caused uy larger
size of TDAE rnolecules compared with alkali rnetals and so on. According to later reports
for a single crystal , the unit cell cons is ts of two suucells that were deduced frorn powder
diffraction data and they are stacked along the c-axis with TDAE ato1ns being shifted
along the b-axis alternatingly [50]. Suzuki et al also succeeded in synthesizing a TDAE-C 60
single crystal. But it rnay be difFerent phase because it does not behave fenornagnetically
and its lattice constant is quite difl'ercnt frmn the l3Iinc's sarnple [52].
Now, we discuss the reason for pec uliar physical properties of TDAE-C 60 in conn ction
with its peculiar crystal structure. The greatest difference between TDAE-C 60 and other
organic magnets can be pointed out to be the syrnrnetric property. Generally speaking,
organic rnolecule has low syrnmetry, which is advantage of singlet state in both itinerant
and localized systems. Consequently the low symrnetry makes the realization of organic
ferromagnet rnore difficult. On the other hand, higher degeneracy is realized in monovalent
C 60 (which is true in TDAE-C 6o) since LUMO of C6o is triply degenerate, which may be

Table 3.1: Lattice constant aucl inner paran1eters of TDAE-C 60 crystal. Only coordinate
of the center of rnolecules are shown. [50]
lattice constant

n= 15.858A,h= 12.998A,c= 19.987 A
/1= 93.37°

space group

C'2/c

C6o

( 0,0.5.0) 0,0.5 ,0.5) ' (0.5 ,0,0) ,(0.5 ,0 ,0.5)

TDAE

( O.S,0.502 ,0.75), ( 0.5,0 .498,0.25)

l (

( 0,0.002 ,0 .75 ), ( 0,-0. 002 ,0.25)
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Figure 3.4: First reported crystal structure of TDAE-C 60 . (49]

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: ( a)Si1nplifiecl cry stal structure of TDAE-CGo , where spheres repres nt C 60
rnolecule and TDAE 1nolec ul es are 01nitLed. (b )TDAb molecule
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advantageous for feno1nagn e Lic staLes.
Furthennore 1nonovalenL Cuu cotnpounds show peculiar properties among fuller ene
cmnpouncls. For exa1nple, H.bC 60 has the sLrucLun: li ke one-clirnension a l polymer [53]. It
rn ay be caused by the J a llll-Teller dfl·cL , which occurs when degeueraLe sLate is occupied
p artl y (see Fig . 3.G). Koga d al p ed"onnec.l Ill olecular orl>ital (MO) calcu laLious for C(j

0

with sorn e distortion and found that C(jU is LIH ~ mos t stable for distortion with 0

211

or 0

311

sy rnlll e Lry. FurLhennore , H.bCuu has a SDW phase and this suggests LhaL 11w.gne Li c staLes
1nay b e stable generally ill C(iQ co1npounds.
As the result , characteristics of TDAE-C60 are su1nrnarized as follows:
1. high degeneracy near the Fenni energy

2. splitting of LUMO caused by the Jahn- Telle r effect
3 . strong electron correlation, whi ch is distinction of organic znolecules
4. orthorhombic-like network of C60 's
lattice(molecular)distortion

~ E lattice

E= Eo+ 11

Elattice -

11

Eelectron

Figure 3.6: J a bn-Teller distortion.
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3.2

Role of Jal111-Teller Distortio11s

3.2.1

Charge transfer induced Jah11-Teller distortion

First we discuss a role of charge-transfer induced inlrarnol ecular Jahn-Teller ( CT JT)
distortion for the electronic slates of' a single

C(iO

rnol ecule. We have carried out the

serni-ernpirical MO calculations for CGo , C 60 , and Ciu l)y the PM3 rnelhod. The rnol ecular structure has been oplirnized by the rL~sl ricLed ll <:u tree Fock (H.llF) calculation, and
furthennore the electronic states were calculated by laking account of configuration interaction.

Structure optimization
We rnust give the initial structure since structure optirnization is done with self-consistent
procedure . In this paper, the structure of a nondisLorted C 60 (Ih symrnetry) is used as
an initial state (42]. This structure has two pararnet.ers, r 11 h and rph , which respectively
represents the length of bhh and bP 11

.

If Lhe cartesian axes are chosen to extend horn the

origin through the centers of bhh bonds lying on the two-fold axes, Lh

C6o point group

can be generated frmn the three group operations,

l
~ ~ ~l
l
TT- 1

'

1

]J

(

1 0 0

I

(
,where T=( J5+1)/2.

-1
0

0
-1

0
0

0

0

-1

(3.1)

The operation U5 is a rotation by 2n/5 about a fivefold axrs,

P is a cyclic permutation of the axes, and 1 is the inversion operation. For C6o, the
structure optirnization has been carried out with regarding only rhh and rph as optirnizing
parameters. This procedure is based on the idea that Jahn- Teller distortion cannot occur
in a closed shell rnolecule

eGO·

Figure 3 .7 shows an isopath cliagrarn for the total energy.

r 1111 and rph of the stable slate are oi)Laiuecl as l.385A and 1.4575A , respectively, which
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Figure 3.7: An isopath diagram for total energy of single C 60 tnolecule shown for the space
of rph and rhh .
agree with the experimental values, 1.391 A and 1.455 A. In sirnilar calculations with the
MNDO method by Saito et al, r 1111 and rph were detennined to be 1.40A and 1.474A [47).
We find that these values are i1nproved by using the PM3 method.
Next we caniecl out the calculations for C6o· As stated before, Koga et al reporteJ
that one C60 is 1nost stable with D 211 or D3ct sytnrnetry distortion . In TDAE-C 60 , it rnay
be expecteJ that the 1nolecular structure with D 2 h distortion is 1nore stable than that
with D 3 ct distortion in TDAE-C 60 crystal since orthorhombic-type crystal field acts at the
C6o site. Therefore, in this paper we consider only D 2 h structure for C60 anion. The
molecular structure of C60 has been optitnized starting frotn ideal icosahedral structure
(Ih syrn1netry). The optirnized structure looks like a rugby ball elongated along one of
the three-fold symtnetry axes in D 211 structure, which is shown in Fig. 3.8. The atomic
displace1nent frmn the ideal icosahedron is rather s1nall, 'i.e. 0.01
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A at

rnost.

Figure 3.8: Inolecular struLure of C(i0 an1on . 1nagnitude of distortion is overstated 40
times .

Figure 3.9: Charge densiLy of LUMO.:::
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One-electron states
One-particle IIF energy diagnun of C 60 and C 60 with each optirnized s tructure is given
in Table 3.2. The three t 1 u states. LUMO.n LUMOy . and LUMO ;::;, whi ch are d -'generate
in C 60 with Ih syrnrne try before t.h, dmrge-trausfer , split into three states in C 6-0 . If the
elongated axis is z-axis , LU MO= has the lowest energy, and the energies of the other
two oruitals, LUMO.c and

LU~IOy

s tates, are alrnos t degen erate . Charge density of the

lowest LUMO orbital is shown in Fig.3.0 . It should ue noted that the charge density is
not spherical but takes lc.ng '

valw~s

alo11g the bdt arouud the elongated axis. We rnust

remark that three t 1u state is generated fron1 f

=

5 states by crystal field splitting and

that the charge density of these states are not spherical but take large values along the
belt around the elongated axis.
Table 3.2: One-particle IIF energy diagrarn of C 60 and C60 with each optirnized structure

C6o(Ih)

C6o(D2h)
-6.45

HOMO

-9.48

split

(quintuple)

-T

-6.41
-6.30
-6.19
-6.16

LUMO

NLUMO

-2.89

split

(triple)

-T

-2.20

split

(triple)

-T

-1.50
0.20
0.20
0.58
0.61
0.95

Since energies of the excited states cannot be derived exactly with the HF approxirnation, it is difficult to discuss inter-rnolecular rnagnetic interaction caused by charge
transfer within the HF approxi1nation. Therefore we have calculated rnany-body eigenstates with rnul ti-electron configuration interaction ( M ECI). The calculations were carried
out for C60 , Cfj0 and C~ 0 with the optirnizecl structure for Cfj0 because C6o seerns to be
rnonovalent on the average in TDAE-C 60 . Six orbitals, LUMO and second LUMO, are
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used for active space. Calculated energy diagnun and main part of eigenfunction for C 60
and Cfi0 are shown in TaGle. 3.3.
Table 3 .3: Energy diagran1 and main part of eigenfunction fo r C 60 , C 60 and C~ 0 calculated
by t he P M3-MEC I 1nethod. In) repre~ents the sLate where the ·11 -t he lower or bitals of
splitted LU MO of C60 are occupied.
C6o

Cfio

c260

3.2.2

3.1 09
0. 000

ll)

0. 22 0

12)

0.225

13)

-0 .305

ll) l)

0.01 7

ll , 2)(tri plet )

0.02-1

II , 3)(triplet)

0.152

hybridyzing n1any orbital

0.155

ll , 3)( single t)

0.156

11 , 2)( singlet)

Role of CTJT interaction for inter-molecular magnetic
interaction

We have disc ussed the effect s of CT JT dist ortion on elec troni c st a tes of a single C 60 .
Now we try to elucida t e its rol e for tn agnetic interaction b etween two C60 's . Since interInolecul ar tr ansfer interaction b etwee n two orthogonal LUMO 's is vanishing , the tnagnetic
interac tion dep ends se nsitively on the relative orient a t ion of the rnolecul ar ax is of the two
C60 anions. In Figs. 3.10 (1) and (2 ), the elongated axes of two C60 's are par allel to each
other. In these alignrnent , inten nolecul ar transfer interaction b etween the ground st at e
and the excited s t at e orLit als are vanishi ng . Then we can neglec t reasonably the excited
state orbitals, b ecause the energy difference betwee n the ground st at e and the excited
stat e orbitals is typicall y a few t enth e V an d the number of unp a ired elec trons is one
per Cfi0 ion . In this align1n nt , intennolec ul ar transfer onl y ex ist s b etwe n satne orbit als.
Furthermore, unp aired elec trons a re locat ed on lower st at es due to orbit al energy di fference. Thus intermolec ul a r 1nag neti c interac tion can be disc ussed onl y with single st ate
30

and one unpaired electron per n10lecule. As the result , and also Gecause of one electron
per C60 ion, the systen1 can be de::>cribed effectively Gy a single-band IIuGbarclrnocl I with
half-filled electro ns. In this case it i::; well known that intersite 1nagnetic interaction is
antiferrmnagnetic. On the other hand , if the elongated axe::; of two C 60 's are p rp ndicular
or twi s ted Lo each other (excunplt'::> anJ. showll in Figs. 3.10 (3)and (-1)), it i::; regarded a.s
oroital ordering systein l and LlH' lllllgnetic interaction between the two C6o ions will oe
fenmnagne ti c, which can Ln~ lltld l~rsLood Gy the ::>ecoucl-order perturbational calcul ation
with respec t to the transfer energy fur the two-site rnulti-band Ilubbarcl rnod el. Thus, it
is exp ec ted that the C(j0 cry::;tal will Ge fenomagn 'tic if CGo an ions a re align d so that
their elongated axes appl:'ar peqwnclicular o r twisted Lo ach ot her in an alterna ting way
as the result of the coop erative J a hu-Tell r (CJT) distortion.

(1)

(:3)

(2)

('I)

Figure 3.10: Four examples of alignrnent of pair of nearest C6o 's.

3.2.3

Cooperative Jahn-Teller effect and the origin of ferromagnetism

Now we invest igate 1nore ex pli citly a poss iGiliLy of ferromag ne ti c ordering in C60 systerns
on the basis of one-dirneusionalrnulti-bandlluubard Ilarniltonian descrioed oy eq. ( 2.3).
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For sirnplicity we consider only two orbitals for t:ach molecule, i.e. the nearly d egener a te LUMO 's in real C 6-0 anions are replaced with sitngle oruital. The e lectron number
is f-ixed as one per tnol ec ul e, i.e. quarter-filliug is assumed. 'vVe have a.':isutned the oneditnensional tnol ecular anangen1c~ 11 Ls m;; . ·llowu i11 Fig . J .11. Strictly speaking, th e transfer
ene rgy between adjacent LUMO : ·s a11d that bd.wt 'en adjacent LU IO .c's are diffe rent, but
for sitnplicity they are assumed to be LhL' same and re prese nted by / . The orbiL'd ene rgy
difference is d enoted by V , and the value of V and Lb ' other intr<:unulecular paratneteri::i ( U
and .J) are roughly estinw.ted fron1 Rll F- C l calc ul at iollS with use of six tnolec ular orbitals
for C~0 ( ~t; = 0 , 1, 2) . The res ult s a n ~ V
30 and

VI J

rv

rv

0.2 eV, U

2). It is noted that these values should

rv

3 .0 eV and J

ue take n

rv

0.1 eV (U I.J

rv

not seriously but only as

typical values. As for the transfer energy /, we have no reliable infonnation. However , we
expect the value of/. is less than 0.1 eV , refe rring to the results of band calculations for
the FCC C 60 crystal

[54] .

If we want to give discussion for a wide range of l and U including the insulating
reg ion (MoLt insulator) , tnean-fi ld type approxitnaLions are insuffi.cienL. Therefore we
have adopted the exact diagonalization pro cedure of finite size chains with use of periodic
boundary condition. As an exatnple of our calculational results we show in Fig. 3(b) the
phase diagrmn of the ground state in the plane ofT

= I IJ

vs. v

= VI.) , which is obtained

for the chain size N = 6. The value of U is fixed as U /.1 = 30 . It is clearly seen th a t the
ferrotnagnetic state (.S'tot = 3) is the ground sLate for a wide range in the
increase

T

T - v

frmn zero , the fenmnagnetic state becmnes unstable against the

(spin singlet state) at a critical
The value of

T

Tc ,

and the value of

Tc

plane. If we

Stat =

0 state

increases with increasing v.

of TDAE-C 60 is expected to be stnaller than

out that the ferrotnagneLii::itn of TDAE-C 60 can be caus d by th

Tc

and thus we point

orbital ordering .

A

realistic arrange1nent of C(j0 anions which is favorable f n· Lhr e dirn nsional f nornagn Lie
ordering will be pointed out in the n ex t section. We also calculated a set of correlation
functions , which are shown in Table 3. -1. W e cans e that

<

nJ-L

> do es not chang for ea h

state, which is unde rstood as c~ le c tron s clxe loca lized in lowe r staLes even if occupancy of
upper sLate becmnes larger gradually ]Jy transfer in c reas ing. S1nall value of ( ( bn) 2 ) also
keeps across a boundary or the tnagn etic sLate . These results indicate that the sysLetn is
insulating. Thus the transition at

Tc

is expected Lo be a transition fro1n a fenornagn e tic

to a spin-singlet insulator.
However,

< Si · Si+o > change its valu e dramatica]ly on magnetic transition . In the

high spin state, it keeps ~ inde p endent of I>.
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lu low spin state, on the other baud, b

t

v

t

X

X

t

X

Figure 3.11 : Tra nsfer s Lru cLure of one- dirne ns ion al rn ulti-b and Hu b ba rd m odel applied
ED cal cul a Lion. I a nd V resp ec Li vely represe nL illLen rlolec ul a r Lr ansfer a nd orbiL al energy
differen ce.
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Figure 3.12: Magnetic ph ase cli agrarn for one-dirn ension al mulLi- b and IIuub ard rnodel
with U / } = 30 and N = 6, where U , .) , a nd N represent intra-molecul ar Coulomb energy ,
intra-molecular exchange energy and the nurn!J er of molecule in Lhe syst em.

T,

v represent

tj J ,V/ J respectively, where L and V represent intennolecular transfer and orbital energy
difference.
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Table 3.--.l: A se t of correlation fun ctions for each

T

with N= 6 ,U / .J -= 30 , u= 2

T

1.20

1.40

1.60

,'·)LoL

6

6

0

O.d98

0. -197

0.-195

0 .002

0.00:5

0.005

< (~"III) >
< (/l ·n2) >

0.00-J

0.006

0.009

0.00-1 O.OOG

0.009

< si -si,l >

0. 2-18

0.2-17'

0.130

< Si-Si,2 >

0. 2-18

0.2.J7'

-0.217

< si · si+'J >

0 .2-18

0.2 -17

-0 .563

<

Ill

<

"112

>
>

dependency is clearly found , ft·orn which we can speculate that this singlet state rnay have
a helical-like spin structure. It will be discussed rninuLely in chapter 4.
Before moving to the next section , we refer to other theoretical works on rnagnetisrn
or ferro1nagneLism of 1nulti-band Hubbard systerns. The model systern investigated by
Roth[26] is sirnilar to ours except that she assurned the doubly degenerate orbitals. She
first pointed out the possibility of fenornagnetiSln of this systern. Inagaki and Kubol27]
have constructed the rnaguetic phase diagrarn of Roth's rnodel on the ba.sis of the llF
calculation for a particular three dirneusional lattice. It is noted that th

existenc of

orbital energy difference makes an appearance of ferr01nagnetic state easier.
other hand, Kusakab

On the

and Aoki[28] reported a rigorous proof of the ferrOinagnetiSJn for

arbitrary band filling in case of J = U1 -

00 :

where J and U 1 r pres nt inter-oruital exchange

and Coulornb euergy, respectively. Tl1eir discussion ha.s been clone for a pararn ter space
different fr01n that in the present work.

3.3

Suggestion of Superstrt1ctures and Methods to
Survey

In the previous section it is suggested that fenmnagueLic ordering can L>e possible in

C60

crystals if, as the result of CJT distortion , C50 anions are arranged so that appropriate
orbital ordering is realized. For simplicity, we consiJ12r only C6o rnolecules are aligned
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orthoro1nbicly as shown in Fig. 3.5. For bulk ferr01nagnetic behavior being realized, all
pairs of n.n. C6o's should be connected as shown in Fig. 3.10 (3) or (-1). As examples
of tnolecular arrange1nents which are liktdy to cause three dimensional ferrmnagnetic order, we propose C60 crystal structur('s as sl10wn in Fig. 3.13. These structurei::i coni::iii::it of
C50 linear chains with the s<:une 1110lecular anangen1ent as shown in Fig. 3.10 (3) or ( 4).
Thus intrachain interactiou is naturally fenolllagnetic. Furthennore, in structures i::ihown
in Figs. 3.13 (a), (b) and (c), the intl'rchain interact:[on ii::i expected also fen01nagnetic
because the elongated axvs of the IH,arc•sL lll'ighuoring inLerclw.in C 60 anions are perpendicular or twi sted each other. Tlw otlH:.~r i::iLructure have anLiferrOlnagneLic CO llllectiou. uut
there is a possibility of showing fl"l'l'OillagneLic behavior.
We must discuss which structure is 1nost stable. However , it see1ns to be impossible
to prospect the 1nost staule structure by calculating cohesive energy of each structure.
Therefore we try to suggest a couple of exp erimen tal approaches which 1nake the crystal
structure clear and can confinn our mechanis1n to cause the fenotTlagnetisin in TDAE-C 60
based on the CT JT and the CJT distortions.
1. Change of crystal structure at low temperature

The first one is the X-ray diffraction 1neasurernent.

If we can observe th

:1

JT-

distortion of each C 60 auion in TDAE-C 60 by detenniuing the at01nic positioni::i
with quite accurate X-ray diffraction , it bec01n ~s a direct evidence of our nwdel.
Furthennore, new Bragg peaks 1nay be observed since the structure shown in (a)
has 1)1 syininetry instead of ( /'2j c which is the sy1n1netry group of non-distorted
TDAE-C 60 . Change of syuun ' try in other structures are shown in Taule 3.5. It is
noted that these experiments should be carried out at least below 10 K because C 60
in TDAE-C 60 is rotating at high speed above about 301< and spin-glass transition
at 10 K has been reported.
Table 3.5: sytnmetry group of structures shown in Fig. 3.13

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1)1

JJ1

C'2/ c

jJl

2. Polarization of spin density.

It should be noted that the auove 1neasure1nent to detennine the crystal structure
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.13: Examples of stru ctures of CJT distortion considered as showing the balky
ferromagnetic behavior.
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Figure 3.14: Schetnatic view of spin density 1nap which can be detect with neutron cleffraction measuretnent if our 1nodel is realized.
will be quite difficult because the atomic displacernents from the ideal icosahedron is
rather stnall as rnentioned in Lhe previous section. However distortion of spin density
is quite larger than that of structure b ecause 1nost of unpaired electrons may fall
into one of LUMO orbitals, which 1nake spin density into belt like structure as shown
in Fig. 3.14 This distortion can be detected by spin polarized neutron difi"raction at
low temperature.
3 . Optical properties
The second is the Ratnan scattering 1neasure1nent 1n single crystals.

Since th

Ra1nan tensor in fJ1 structure is different from tllat in C2/ c, it may be possible to
detennine the crystal syrn1neLry frotn polarization analyses of the Ratnan scall ring .
For exatnple, in case of the structure shown iu Figs . 3.13 (a) (space group fJl) , A 19
mode is observable in such an off-diagonal polarization configuration where the
scattering light is polarized along y-axis while the incident light along the

~t

or z-

direction, but in case of the structure shown in Figs. 3.13 (c) (space group C'2/c),
A 19 mode is not observable in such a configuration.
In other approaches, we precede the discussion only considered CT JT distortion.
In 1neasure1nent for sirnple C60 , only A19 and Il 19 rnodes are detected, if C60 is
distorted into D 2 h syrnrneLry, off-diagonal polarization of 81 9 ,82 9 and 839 modes
beco1ne detectable.
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3.4

Discussio11

The rnost irnportant consequence of this chapter is that th rnagn tic interaction betw en
two CT JT-distorted C60 's depends sensitively on the relative orientation of their rnolecular
axes and ferrmnagnetic interaction is realized when the elongated axes of two C50 's are
perpendicular or twisted to each other. We have suggested that bulk three-dimensional
ferrornagnetism can be realized if C 60 anions are aligned so that their elongated axes
appear perpendicular or twisted to each other in an alternating way as the result of the
cooperative Jahn-Teller ( CJT) distortion.
Here we point out that our rnodel for the rnagnetic interaction between two CT JTdistorted C50's rnay explain qualitatively the spin-glass like behaviors observed in TDAEC60 . In fact we can consider two types of 1nechanisn1 for spin-glass like behaviors within
our rnodel. The first one is the fonnation of ferrornagnetic nanoclusters which rnay be
realized through stacking fault which is shown in Fig. 3.15. The aggregation of these
ferrornagnetic nanoclusters rnay give also spin-glass like behaviors (spin glassy nanocluster
rnodel (36]). The second one is the randmn distribution of exchange coupling, which rnay
be realized by randmn orientation of C 60 rnolecules (see

I~ig.

3.16). It is noted here that

ferromagnetic interaction between C60 can be converted even into antiferrornagnetic one
by changing the relative orientations of C 60 . Such a random distribution of the exchange
coupling can give a usual type of spin-glass behaviors.
Finally we give discussion about the validity of our assu1nptions used in this chapter
and the problems unresolved.
1. Assun1ptions for simplicity

• Ignorance of unpaired electrons on TDAE
In this paper we have discussed only the rnagnetisrn of C6o anions in TDAE-C6o·
Since TDAE+ ions have unpaired electrons, we naturally expect that TDAE+ ions
also contribute to the rnagnetisrn of TDAE-C6o· Experimentally, however, the spins
on TDAE+ ions see1n to be quenched, but it was reported that spin rnoment seerns
to exist on protons of TDAE by proton NMR. (55] This problern is a puzzle at
present. As a possible origin of the disappearance of rnagnetic rnornents on TDAE+
ions we may consider the occurrence of the spin Peierls transition on TDAE+ chains
along the c-axis and rnornent of C 60 is spread out to protons of 'I DAE. But such a
shift has never been reported yet. On the other hand, there is a report that ESR
spectra can be explained even if unpaired electrons exist on TDAE and a strong
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~--

Figure 3.15: Schematic view of stacking fault which can be the origin of spin-glass behavior. Dark cluster and light cluster connect with stacking fault.

Figure 3.16: Sche1natic v1ew of local randomness which can be the origin of spin-glass
behavior. Dark 1nolecule has antifen01nagnetic interaction between nearest 1nolecules due
to rotating from CJT align1nent.
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exchange coupling Get ween C 60 and TDAE prevails

[41] We need 1nore discussion

about this proble1n.
However the length between C 60 's is shorter than that of FCC C60 crystal. It see1ns
to be reasonaul that the origin of ferrotnagnctism is the interaction between C 60 's.
• Orthorhombic structure of C 6 o
In this thesis, we have an assumption that TDAE-C 60 ha.s orthorhomu ic st ructure.
However, actually it has 1nonocl inic one. structural pararneters are shown in Tabl e 3.1. In ab-pl ane,t he angle between lines along nearest neighbors are not rightangle but 78.3° sin ce the lengt h of u- axis and b-axis a re difierent. Cons quently,
all orbitals on different sites are not orthogonalized. We may have to survey these
effects.
• Neglection of some t erms in Hubbard 1nodel
The 1nost itnporLanL tenn negle -Led in our II ubbard lla1niltonian is
,------ j'( .t ("t (" ("
L...t • ·iJw ipii ·iva "iva

which has the smne value a.s that of exchange energy J.

(3 .2)
However, this term is

included in the MO-CI calculations. Hubbard para1net ers are detennined so that
low energy p arts of 1nany IJody sLa tes are well reproduced . Differen ces of the result
caused by neglect ing of this term 1nay not be itnport ant . On the other hand , the term
must not be neglected when intennolecular transfer energy is larger than Coulomb
energy. The other neglected Lenns are trivial.
• Difference between one and three dimension
Generally speaking, electronic states in one dimension are quite different from those
in higher ditnension. As for the intennolecular ferromagnetic coupling, however , we
expect it is rather large in higher di1nension because of increasing of the interaction
paths . Consequently, it can be considered that ferrmnagnetic state becomes more
stable in higher di1nension.

2. Pro b lems in calculational procedure
• Size dependency in ED procedure
As shown in chapter 2, the 1nost terrible disadvantage of ED procedure is that the
system size is limited by computational speed and amount of memory of computers. In this chapter, ED calculations were carried out for N ~8 systems. We must
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survey the size-dep end ency of magnetic phclse diagnun. Figure 3.19 t:>hows the sizedependency of Tc which is d efin ed a.s the value o f transfer where high spin - low spin
transition occurs. We found

Tc

is ('Ollvergecl quit rapidly to a finite value("-' 1.6) ,

which indicate that calculation error du e to the syste1n size is negligible.
• Estirnation of parmneters in Hubbard Hamiltonian
Only six one-particle basis functions, which are LUMO and next LUMO of C 60 , are
used in semi-empirical MO calculations to esti1nate the para1neters in our Hubbard
Ila1niltonian. S1nallnmnber of ba.ses 1nay 1nake the intra1nolecular Coulo1nb energy
overesti1nated because screening effects cannot be calculateu conecLly. To irnprove
of this problem, number of one electron bases 1nust be increased. As a first step,
five orbitals of HOMO need to be included in CI calculations. In this case, number
of 1nany-partide bases is al>out 6000, for which calculations can be canied out with
Lanczos rnethod. To i1nprove this prol>le1n cornpletely, however, full-CI calculation
is needed, which is i1npossible.

Instead of carrying out such CI calculations we

have investigated the U -dependency of the phase diagram. The phase diagrams
for different U values are shown in Figs. 3.17, 3.18 and Fig. 3.20. It is found that
Tc

is decreased a.s reducing U but that the shape of the phase diagrmn does not

change basically. Therefore the calculations in this chapter rnay have a ·significance
sufficiently.
3. Necessity of further discussion for some experimental results

• Semiconductor-like conductivity
At first TDAE-C 60 wa.s considereu as an itinerant fenmnagnet.

Now it is clear

that conductivity of TDAE-C 60 shows a seiniconcluctor-like behavior. However, the
reason is open to question. A valence electron exists on a 1nolecule, whi h excludes
the possibility of band insulator. Meanwhile it Inay not be a nonnal Mott insulator
because the length between CGo 's along the c-axis is shorter than alkali-doped C6o
which is a rnetallic cornpound.
Here we suggest smne mechanis1ns for se1niconducting behaviors:
1. Reduction of transfer energy by CJT distortion

Charge density of frontier electron on C 6 o takes the form of a belt due to
CT JT distortion. Therefore intermolecular transfer energy will becorne small
if an appropriate CJT distortion occurs. For exarnple, in case of the crystal
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structure shown in Fig. 3. 10(-1) , i11Lvnnolecular transfer uecmnes quit~ small.
This reduction may tnake the tnaterial se1niconducting.
2. Existenc of an energy gap induced by CJT distortion or displace1nent of ']'DAE
The unit cell of TDJ\E-C\u i11 the above CJT distorted structure include two
TDAE 1nolecules and two C 6 u's , which can make an energy gap at the Fenni
surface.
3. Scattering at the interface between nanociusters
TDAE-C6o is said to form spin-glassy nanoclusters at low temperatures. Scattering by structural or 1nagn 'Lie disorder at the interface Letw en nanoclusters
can be the reason of setniconducting. In this case, optical conductivity like
rnetallic granular nanoparticle rnay be detected below the ternperature of transition to spin glass.
4. Rotational disorder of C 60
TDAE--C6o is quite anisotropic compared with other C 60 compounds. Therefore, electronic conductivity rnay be sensitive to rnolecular rotation. At high
Letnperature , this rnaterial call fall to semiconclucting state due to this reason .
In this case, this tnaterial rnay be rnetallic below 1

sc.

In 1 and 2, CJT distortion is the origin, while in 3 and 4, disorder is irnportant.
For further discussion, rneasuren1ents of conductivity to very low ternperatures are
required .
• Weak fenmnagnetic behavior in ESR Ineasureinent
Blinc et al have reported the 1nagnetic anisotropy 1n ESR Ineasurerneut of single
crystal[50], that is, fetTontagnetic behavior has been observed along the a-axis, but
along the c-axis the peak shift indicates antifenornagnetic behavior. They con ·luded
a Dzyaloshinsky- Moriya ( D lVI) type rnechanistn is responsil.Jle for th fcnmnaguetic
ordering of TDAE-C 60 . However, anisotropy of the g-value is quite small. FurtherInore the tnagnitude of weak ferrmnagnetisrn in other organic rnagnets is about 10- 3 ,
which is 1nuch srnaller than the 1nagn tization of TDAE-C6o· lt is har l to consider
that only this interaction is the origin of the ferrmnagnetic behavior of TDAE-C 60 .
The following rnechanisrns can be suggested.
Weak antiferrornagnetism caused by DM interaction
The DM interaction can exist certainly due to low sy1nrnetry. Then the ESR
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spec tr a rep or ted by Blinc m ay be

und l' r ~:>tood

if TDA E-C 60 h a.s such a fen o-

rn agne ti c spin arr angement in whi ch altern ating cant of spins is caused uy the
DM interactio n .
Coexis tence of fen om ag1w ti c domain a nd antifenom agncti c on
If CJT interaction1n ay be s1n all , there is a poss iuility th at mos t st a ble stru cture

is ch anged by surrounding environ1nent for each n anoclus ter. Then , coexis tence
of ferromagnetic cluster and antifenornagnetic one rnay be realized, which can
be the origin of anisotropy in ESR.
We must examine whether O.lJLB rnmnent is located on each molecule or the value
represents the average of various moments. For this problem, it is important to clear
the magnetic structure by neutron diffraction n1easurernent. Furthermore, magnetic
anisotropic energy caused by the DM interaction or the dipole-dipole interaction
must be estirnated by calculation .
Many problerns remain unclear even if our suggestion

IS

confirmed . It is hoped that

experimental and theoreti cal approach is carried out for further discussion .
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Figure 3.17: Magnetic phase diagram for one-dimensional multi-band Hubbard model
with U IJ =20 and N =6.
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respectively.
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Chapter 4
Pressure Effect in Magnetism of
Orbital Ordering Ferromagnet
J ahn-Tell er dis tortion and or uital ord erin g pl ay itn port a nt roles in o ur sugges ti on for
fenornagne ti srn of T DAE-CGu in chap ter 3. O r!J ital ord ering pl ays a vit al role also as t he
origin of intra- pl aner ferromagnet ic iuterac tion in layered p erovskite- typ e rnagnets such
as K 2 CuF 4 . Interes ting prop erties of these two- di1nensional rnateri als under hi gh press ure
h ave b een reported recently, and they seern not to b e unders tood within the fr arnework
of sirnple Heisenb erg rno clels.

In thi s ch apter , we disc uss the press ure effec ts on two-

dimensional orbit al ordering fen mnague ts on the b asis of rnulti-band Hubbard rnoclels
with use of exact di agon ali zation procedure and perturb a tional treatrnent , To es tim a te
the transfer energi es for realis ti c syst ems w e carry o ut also FLAPW uand calcul a tio ns for
K2CuF4 .

4.1

Experimental a11d Tl1coretical Backgrounds

M 2 CuF 4 (M = K ,R.b ,Cs) a nd (RN11 3 )2C uCL1 (ll- alkil cha in or aron1 atic group) a re well
known as orbital ordering fenmn agne ts . All of thern are two-dirnensiona l rn a teri als, in
which the ratio of intra-pl ane ex change interac tion J t o inter-plane interaction J' , IJ / J'l ,
is about 10- 3 rv l0- 5 . They have C uX 4 (X = F Cl) pl anes where Cu cation is oc ta h d m·ally
surrounded by halogen io ns. T he magne ti c prop erties of these co1n p o unds are governed
pri1n arily by the C u ions . In thi s s ~c ti o n the crys t a l s tru cture a nd the cx perirnent al
res ults under arnbi ent press ure a re rev iewed first , and then the role of or bit a l ord erin g is
disc ussed briefly. Fin all y, prop erties exp erimen tall y obtained thu s far under hi gh press ure

-16

distortion).
are sumrnarized.

4.1.1

Physical properties under ambient pressure

In 1970's rnu ch a ttention was p a id to a layered fenotnagnet K~CuF 4 . The crys t al stru cture
of K 2 CuF 4 is K 2 Nil~ 4 -type and it consists of CuF 2 -layers and KF-layers a.s shown in
Fig. 4.l(a) . Sup erexch ange inter ac Li ou b etween Cu. cations through F anions pl ay the
rnost irnportant role in causing fenmn agneti c ordering. Each Cu catio11 ha.s one d-hole,
which is considered to occupy the cl 3 ::::.J _ 1:l orbital. Since s up erex ch ange interaction via
anions through 180° p ath is antiferr01n agneti

in general, the ferr01nagneti c behavior of

this material is quite p eculiar.
For this problern , Kugel et al sugges ted a model, in whi ch antifenodistortive orbit al
ordering give rise to f 'n omag11c ti c interac t ion bet ween neares t ne ighboring (11 .11.) C u
spins [56]. Antife n odis torLi ve orbit al o rd erin g means the situ a ti on th a t

d ::'!. - x '.!.

and

d :::'!. - y 'l.

orbitals are aligned alLern a Lin gly for tlte wav' fun cti on of Lhe ground s La te of C u ious in
CuF 2 planes. When a Cu ion is surrounded by six h alogens oct a hedorally, d1-orbit als
of Cu is doubly degen er a te, an d then th e halogen oc t ahedron is often di st orted due to

J ahn- Teller effect .
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Now we consider two types of align1nent of the distorted octahedra in CuX 2 plane as
shown in Fig. 4.3. In structure (a) which is called anLiferrodistortion (AFD) , distortion of
the octahedra occurs in an alternating way. On the other hand, in structure (IJ) which is
called fenodistortion ( FD), all the octahedra are distorted in the sarne way. The energy
diagra1ns of the d1 state of Cu are shown in Fig. -1.-1 for both the FD and AFD cases .

·· ·...(}.- -:. .0 ~··'<;):- -;0
Y· . ...-I

//·~

. .cf-- ,. ~. .
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I
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I

I
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l~ igure 4.2: Crystal structure of K 2 CuF 4 (a) along alrplan

with z =O (b)with z = ~c.

Stability of the ferromagn eti c state in AFD orbital ordering systems can l.Je basical ly
understood by perturbational treaL1nent of charge transfer between n.n . atoms in the
rnulti-band Hubbard 1nodel. The fen01nagnetic exchange coupling J[ert is given by

(4.1)
where l is the inter-ato1nic transfer energy, V the energy difference between the two
orbitals on the same ion, U the intra-atornic Coulo1nb energy, and J the intra-atomic
exchange energy.
It is noted here that the antifenomagnetic state is stabilized if the orbital ordering is
FD type . Ito et al confinned the orbital ordering by polarized neutron scattering rneasurernents (58]. Furthennore, Hid aka et al (59] detennined its crystal structure completely
as shown in Fig . 4.2. According to their results F - ions shift from the center between
n .n. Cu 2+ ions in Cul~ 2 planes so as to stal.Jilize an orbital ordering state, i.e. an AFD
order. Results of Rrunan scattering and NMR 1neasurements also support the exsistence
of an AFD order. Thus it is clear that the most i1nportant origin of ferrornagnetic order
is the orbital ordering with AFD orcl r (61, 62].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Two kinds of Jahn-Teller distortion in CuX 2 plane (X=halogen ion) (a) antiferrodistortive structure (b) ferrodistortive structure.
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Figure 4.4: Energy diagrarns and structures of interatomic transfer between a pair the of
nearest coppers. The transfer with the largest value is only shown for each alignment.

Table 4.1: Orbital on.lering rnaguets with K:J\'iF.1-type

cry~:;tal

structure .

J, J' resp ectively

represent intraplaner and iuterplaner exchange interaction. F, AF, WF represent ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and weakferromagnetic order, respectively.[60, 68, 69, 70]
magnetism

1'c(K)

J I k(K)

IJ'!JI
rv3 X 10- 3

K2CuF4

F

6.25

11.9

Rb2CuF4

F

6.05

12 .3

Cs2CuF4

F

6.05

12.6

AF

11.2

17

( CH3NH3)2CuCl 4

F

8.91

19.2

3.2xlo- 3
5.5x1o- 4

( C2HsNI-h)2CuCl4

AF

10.20

18.6

8.5x1o- 4

( C3H7NH3)2CuCl4

WF

7.65

16 .0

rv5x 1o- s

(C 4HgNI--h)2CuCl 4

WF

7.33

15.4

rv 1 X 1Q-· 4

( Csl-h 1NH3)2CuCl4

WF

7.30

15 .9

(C6Hl3NH3)2CuCl4

WF

7.750

17.1

10- 5 rvl 0- 4
1Q- S rv lQ- 4

(NH4)2CuCl4

(RNH 3 )2CuC1 4 (R

== alkil chain or aromatic group)

These compounds has the crystal structure sitnilar to K 2 CuF 4, i.e. we obtain the structure
of (RNH 3)2CuCl 4 by replacing K + and F - of K 2 CuF 4 with RNH 3 and Cl - , res pectively.
EA2CuCl 4 (EA = C 2 II 5 Nll3) is an exmn ple of these series, and it b ecmnes a ferrorn agnet
below 1c= 8.91 K. The origin of the ferrmnagnetic order of this system is the sarne

as

that of K2 CuF 4, i.e. orbital ordering. Other rnaterials of (RNH 3 )2CuCl 4 group also show
ferromagnetic order in the c-plane, but not all of them become three-dirnensional ferromagnets because the interplane exchange interaction is not necessarily fenornagneti c. In
fact, among the systems with R = alkyl chain, only EA 2 CuC1 4 becornes a three dimensional
ferromagnet. Experirnental res ults for A2CuF 4 (A= alkali metal) and (RNII3)2CuCl 4 are
summarized in Table 4 .1.

4.1.2

Properties under high pressure

Recently many experirnental results of the orbital ordering ferrmnagnets under high pressure have been reported. IIere we briefly review the .xperimental results for K2CuF 4 and
(RNH3)2CuCl 4.
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Figure 4 .5: the pressure dependence of Curie temperature in K 2 CuF 4 . [11]

In 1996, Ishizuka et al reported a drastic change of 1nagnetis1n of K 2 CuF 4 under high
pressures. [11] Fig. 4.5 shows the press ure dependence of Curie temperature in K 2 CuF 4 .
The Curie temperature is almost constant for low pressures below 4 GPa, but the 1nagnetic
susceptibility at low ternp eratures is suppressed rapidly above 10 Gpa. They speculated
that this suppression indicates a transition frorn fenotnagnetic to antiferrmnagnetic phase.
Kitazawa et al carried out the Ratnan scattering meas urement at low temp eratures
and under high pressures , and discussed the correlation between the rnagnetic transition
and the structural transition. They concluded that the structural transition is not th origin of disappearance of fenmnagneti c state. [63] On the other hand, Terai et al reported
that a structural transition fro1n AFD to FD in CuX 2 planes occurs above 9 GPa at
romn tetnperature. [64] The phase diagratn of the lTtagnetic state and the crystal structure proposed tentatively is shown in Fig. 4.6. A remarkable point to be noted is that
disappearance of fenmnagn etic state see1ns to occur without any structural transitions ,
the reason of which is not clear at present.
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Figure 4.6: Susceptive phase diagrarn of temperature versus pressure for chernical and
magnetic structures of K 2 CuF 4

Raman scattering measurernents of EA 2 CuCl 4 under high pressure were carried out by
Moritomo et al [12). They observed disappearance of some Raman peaks above 4 GPa.
Since these peaks are Raman active when Cl - ions shift frorn the center between n.n. Cu 2 +
ions in CuF 2 planes (i.e. AFD order), this res ult suggests an extinction of AFD order
above 4 GPa . The rnagnetic susceptibility of (p-cyanoaniliniurn)2CuC1 4 was measured by
Sekine et al below the transition pressure . They observed an enhancernent of intraplane
ferromagnetic interaction with increasing pressure. This b ehavior is quite different from
that of K 2 CuF 4 . Sekine et al pointed out the enhancernent of intraplane ferromagnetic
interaction rnay be caused by decreasing of the length between Cu and Cl with increasing
pressure .

4.1.3

Basic theoretical approach and its problem

There are two possibilities for a magnetic transition frorn F to AF phase without accornpanying a structural transition. One is the change of spin arrangement, i.e. from F to AF,
in the ab-plane, and the other is the change of sign of interplaner exchange interaction.
As shown already, the magnitude of interplane exchange interaction is very small, and
hence it is quite difficult to discuss it. In this thesib we confine ourselves to discussion
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about intraplaner exchange coupling.
As explainecl before, the stability of the F state in Ali D orcl r can be understood
basically by a picture of treating tbe charge transfer between atorns as perturLation. We
firs t try to discuss the pressure effects within this si.rnple picture. l3y applying pressure,
the interato1ni c transfer /, will be en hanced, and the orbital energy difference V between
d z2- y 2

and d3y '~- - r"i. is expecteJ to deer ase due to suppression of AFD. Judging from the

expression ofF exchange coupling eq. ( 4.1), enhance rnent of L. and decrease of V not rnake
the F state uns t able but stabilize it. Therefore the results obtained in this si rnpl e picture
1nay explain the observed pressure effect s for (p-cyanoaniliniurn)2CuC1 4, but cannot for
K2CuF4.
In this chapter we investigate m det a il the pressure eflec ts on rnagnetisrn of orbi t al

ordering 1nagnets with K2NiF 4-type structure, first to purs ue the possibility of disappearance of ferrmnagnetis1n without structural transition and secondly to clarify the origin of
different pressure effects observed for each 1naterial.

4.2

Exact diagonalization

app~ roacl1

for lD model

At first, we apply exact diagonalization proced ure to sirnple one-dirnensional. multi-band
Hubbard Harniltoni an in order to s urvey the p ossibility of disappearance of [ norn agneti c
state without structural tran si tion . liaiYl iltoni an eq. ( 2.3) is used also here. We take into
account only £11-orbitals of Cu, and halogen ions are considered si1nply as transfer path.
We consider the case of AFD and the transfer en rgies are assurned as shown in Fig . 4. 7.
The transfer energy L.l b etween the upp er and the lower orbitals is the larges t , but owing
to AFD the transfer energy between the lower orbitals or between the upper orbitals do
not vanish and should b e taken account of. For simplicity we neglect the transfer energy
between the upper orbitals , and the transfer energy between the lower orbitals is denoted
by tg .
The calculation was carried out with site nu1nber N :::; 8 and electron number Ne

=

N,

which means a quarter fill ed system. We performed actual calculations for various sets
of ll and t 9 by fixing the values of U and V a.s U/J = lO and V/J = 2, and det ermined the
ground state for each set of para1neters. The purpose of this calculation is to look into the
change of the ground state due to press ure , i. e. due to increase of the transfer energies.
As exa1nples of our calculational res ults we show in Table 4.2 physical quantities such as
correlation functions in the ground states determined for three sets of
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t1

and t9 .

Orbital 2

- --

- --

Orbital 1

Figure 4.7: Transfer structure of calculated one-di1nensional multi-band Hubbard model.
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Figure 4.8 : Magnetic phase diagra1n calculated for one-di1nensional 1nulLi-bancl Hubbard
model wiLh U / J=lO, V/ J = 2 and N = 6
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Table 4.2: Ground sLate physi cal prop erties obtained for three sets of t1 and t g with N = 6 )
U I J=10 and

VI J = 2
(1)

(2)

(3)

ttfJ

0.4

0.4

1.2

lgl J

0.04

0.12

0.04

stot

3

0

0

< '/1,1 >
< '/1,2 >
< bn1 >
< bn2 >

0.499

0.499

0.484

0.001

0.001

0.016

0.0028

0.0024

0.031

0.0028

0.0033

0.032

0.249

-0.464

0.122

0.249

0.204

-0.209

0.249

-0.226

-0.526

< si · si+l >
< si · si+2 >
< si · si+3 >

From the values of

s·tot

we can see that the ground state is the high spin state (F

state) in case of (1) and the low spin state (or spin singlet state) in cases of (2) and (3) .

> and < 8nJ-L > are almost the sa1ne for the three cases, and judging frmn the values
of < nJ-L > and < 8nJ-L > it is considered that one electron is localized on each site by
occupying the lower orbital. On the other hand, the spin correlation < Si . Si+o > is
quite different for each case. In case of (1) (high spin state) < Si · Si+o > is independent
of 8 and takes a value i. In cases of (2) and (3), on the other hand, the b-clependence of
< si. si+o > is different with each other in spite of the sarne value of stot. It is difficult to
<

nJ-L

make a conclusive re1nark because of the stnallness of site nu1nber, but we rnay say that
the spin correlation shows an antiferrornagnetic-like behavior in case of (2) and helical
behavior in case of (3). In

I~

ig . 4.8 we show the magnetic phase diagram in the t 1-t 9 plane

detennined with N =6, UI J = 10 and VIJ = 2. It is clearly seen that increase of the transfer
energies, L1 and L9 , make the spin singlet state stable, which suggests a possibility that
the ferromagnetic state becornes unstable by applying pressure.
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4.3

Band calculatio11S witl1

FJ~APW

metl1od

In the previous section we have 1nade discussion only for one-di1nensional sysLe1ns by
assurning a sirnplifiecl rnoclel for transfer energies. Discussion should be extended to twodimensional systetns with more realistic transf r en .rgies to apply our theory to the real
CuX2 planes. Hence , FLAI W band calculations for K 2CuF 4 are put into practice in order
to estimate the transfer energies between each pair of orbitals on neighl.Joring Cu atoms
under high pressure as well as at arnbient pressure .

4.3.1

Crystal structure of K2CuF 4

We carried out calculations for three kinds of structures of K 2 CuF 4 , fictitious structure
without AFD order, realistic structure at arnbient pressure, and possible structure under
high pressure . Calculations for the fictitious structure are done in order to make clear the
role of J ahn- Teller distortion for interatmnic transfer and orbital energy. Band calculations
for the realistic structure at arnbient pressure and the fictitious one have been carried out
also by Eyert et al with the aug1nented-spherical-wave (ASW) method [67]. Their results
will be discussed later in cmnparison with our results.
The fictitious structure and the realistic one at a1nbient pressure are respectively
shown in Fig. 4.1 and I• ig. 4.2, and their structure pararneters are shown in Table 4.3 and
Table 4.4. The fictitious structure is BCT (body centered tetragonal) and the realistic
structure is SCO (side centered orthorhornbic). The first Brillouin zone (BZ) for each
structure is shown in Fig. 4.9 .
In order to estitnate the transfer energies uncler high pressure, we have perfonned calculations for the realistic structures with lattice constants at p=4 .2GPa. Since the inner

Table 4 .3: Structure parameters for fictitious structure of K2CuF 4
space group

JJl~

lattice constant

a=

atmnic position

K(O,O,zK) , (0 ,0,-zK)

u= 4.1475A,

c= l2.734A

Cu(O,O,O)
F(~,O,O), (0,~,0), (O,O,zF), (0,0,-zF)

inner para1neters

z1<= 0.3568, ZF = 0.1523
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(a)

z

X

(b)

y

z
z

Figure 4.9: ( a)First Bllirouin zone of fictitious structure(BCT). (b )First Bllirouin zone of
realistic structure(SCO).
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Table 4.4: Structure parameters for realistic structure of K 2 CuF 4
space group

J)~~

lattice constant

a =

atomic position

K(O ,O,±zK), (~,~ ,±zK)

u= 5.8655A,

c= l2.734A

Cu ( 0, 0, 0), ( ~, ~, 0)
F(~ - 6,~- b,O), (~

+ b,~- 6,0),

(~- 6,~

+ 8,0),

(~

+ b,~ + b,O)

(O,O,±zF), (~ ,~,±zF )
inner parameters

zK = 0.3568 , z 1• = 0. 1523, 6= 0.01758

parameters under high pressure have not been determined experimentally, we have considered several possibilities. First we consider the case in which the octahedral structure
of F atoms is shrunk with keeping its shape. In fact , the ratio between the length of the
longest axis of a octahedron and that of the other axes after structural transition into
the FD structure is ahnost equal to that under atnbient pressure. Another possibility is
that the longest axis is the rnost shortened. Sekiue

el~

al suggested such a shortening tnay

cause enhancernent of interatornic xchange interaction in (p-cyanoaniliniutn)2CuCl 4 . We
have considered also the case in which the octahedron is distorted orthorhombicly since
pressure dependence of each axis may be different.
Actually we have carried out the band calculations for the following three types of
possible structures under high pressure:
1. The octahedron is shrunk with keeping one-axis type anisotropy and raLio of axis
length.

Table 4.5: The length of the long and short axes of the octahedron in each realistic
structure for which band calculations have been done.
ratio

long( A)

short (aU- plane) (A)

short( c-axis) (A)

ambient

2.22

1.93

1.94

0.87,0.87

4.2GPa(1)

2.15

1.86

1.86

0.87

4 .2GPa(2)

2.10

1.90

1.90

0.90

4.2GPa(3)

2.15

1.86

1.91

0.87,0.89
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2. The long axis is 111ore shortened with one-axis typ e anisotropy being kepL.
3. The inner paran1 eters are the

s~:une

as those at ,ambient pressure , but the octahedron

is distorted orLhorhotnbicly.
Table 4.5 shows the leng th of the long a nd short axes in each structure.
Table 4 .6: Calculational pararneters for F'LAPW rnethod. 'a' appearing in MT radius
represents the length of a-axis in the realistic structure .
fictitiou s
MT radius

realistic

'I'K = 0.220xa , 'l'cu = 0.152xa, 'f'F= 0.167xa

APW bases

rv420

rv830

Yem for bases

I! :::; 3

Yem for potential

I! :::; 4

k point for convergence

65 point in reduced zone

electronic configuration

4.3.2

24 point in reduced zone

K

(3p) 6 (4.s) 1

Cu

(3d) 10(4.s) 1

F

(2.s) 2 (2p) 5

Results of FLAPW calculatiorLs

Calculational parameters used in our FLAPW band calculations are shown in Tabl 4.6.
First we discuss the results of calculations for the fictitious structure . The density of state
(DOS) and the partial density of state (PDOS) for each angular mornenturn of each atorn
are shown in Fig . 4.10. The states in the energy region shown in Fig . 4.10 consist rnainly
of 3d states of Cu and 2]J states of
energy

J!)F

I~,

and especially the main cornponent near the Fenni

is 3d staLes of Cu . The PDOS for each component of cubic hannonics of Cu

3d states is shown in Fig. 4.11. It is clearly seen that the rnain c01nponent near l~'F is not

3dc, but 3d{ . This result guarantees the validity of our rnodel in the preceding section in

which we take account of only 3d{ states of Cu. Figure . 4.12 shows the energy disp ersion
curves along the symrn try lines in BZ. We can see in this figure that holes exist around
the X point in BZ. The charge density 1naps of the 26th and the 27th bauds at the X
point are shown in Fig. 4.13. We clearly find that the ground state and the excited state
for hole consist dorninantly of 3dx'2 - y';. and 3d 3z'2 - r'2, respectively. But it is noted that
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more holes exist in 3d 3 ::.'.!. -

T'!.

than 3d;L.'1.

y '!.,

sin ce an octahedron of F surrounding Cu ha.s

one-axis type anisotropy along the shortened z-axis .
Next, the results of calculations for the realis tic structure at arnbient pressure are
presented. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show DOS and PDOS. When the direction of JahnTeller distortion changes, or!Jital energies keep the sarne value but the transfer energies
are affected considerably. It causes significant changes of the shape of DOS with the
center of each band being unchanged. This indicates that we have to take into account
the exact structure of distortion in order to discuss the physical properties of this system
in a realistic way. Fig. 4.16 r presents the energy dispersion, frorn which we see two bands
crossing

l~F-

The rnain component of these bands is also 3d/ states of Cu. Figure 4.17

shows the energy dispersion calculated by Eyert et al [67] for K 2 CuF 4 at arnLient pressure,
which is very different with our res ult. This di screpancy is considered to be corning from
the difference in the potential used in respective calculation. Calculations of Eyert et

al have been done by the AS W rneLhod with use of the rnuffin-tin potential whereas our
calculations have been p erfonned by the LAPW rnethod with use of the full-potential. We
believe that the results of FLAPW calculations will be reliable in estirnating the energy
difference between dx·;,_z'i. and d3 y'2 - r'2.
DOS's calculated for the three possible structures under p= 4.2GPa are shown in
Fig. 4.18. Their shapes are basically sirnilar to that at arnbient pressure . Especially,
they have alrnost the smne banJ. structure near

J~'F·

But it is seen that the !Jand width

is widened by applying pressure clue to enhancernent of interatornic transfer energies. In
DOS of the case (2) the energy gap below

fj'F

is narrower than the other two cases, which

may be caused by decrease of the difference of orbital energy between 3dx·;, _z'2 and
due to shortening of the longest axis of the octahedron.
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Figure 4.10 : Density of state and p artial density of state calculated for fictitious structure.
Origin of energy represents Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.11: Partial DOS of cubic harmonics of Cu 3d state calculated for fictitious
structure . Origin of energy represents Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.12: Energy d ispersion calculated for fictitious structure. Origin of energy represents Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.13: Density map calculated for fictitious structure. ( a)26th band of X point. (b)
27th band of X point.
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Figure 4.14: Density of state and partial density of state calculated for realistic structure
under ambient pressure. Origin of energy represents Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.15 : Partial DOS of cubic harmonics of Cu 3d state calculated for realistic structure under ambient pressure . Origin of energy represents
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Figure 4.16: Energy disp ersion calcul a ted for realistic structure under ambient pressure.
Origin of energy represents Fermi energy.
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Figure 4.17: Energy dispersion calcul at ed for realistic stru cture under ambient pressure
by Eyert et al with ASW method .
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Figure 4.18: Density of stat and partial density of state calculated for s01ne structures
with p=4.2GPa. Ochtahedron is shrunk (1) with keeping uni axial anisotropy and ratio
of axis. (2) with keeping one-axis anisotropy but long axis is more shortened. (3) with
keeping inner parameters under a1nbient pressure.
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4.3.3

Estimation of transfer and orbital energies

Here we try to estimate the interatornic transfer and the orLital energies of dr states of
Cu by reproducing the band structures obtained by the FLAPW rnethod with use of the
tight binding (TB) Inethod. The d{-orbitals of copper and the p-orbitals of halogens which
play a role of transfer path between Cu ions are anisotropic. Consequently interatomic
transfer energies between n.n . Cu ions depend sensitively on the kind of orbital pairs.
Possible transfer energies between n.n. Cu ions in Aii D phase are schernatically depicted
in Fig. 4.20, in which we use the hole picture. Sign changing of transfer should be kept in
mind in particle-hole transformation. When the octahedron surrounding a Cu cation is
elongated along the y-axis, the stable state is llx·l.-z'2 and the excited state is d 3y'2 - r'2, and
when elongated along the x-axis , the stable and the excited states are dy~-z·;. and d 3x'l. - r'l.,
respectively. In actual situation, these two states are hybridized because octahedrons are
distorted orthorhombicly.

Estimation for fictitious structure
First, we consider the case of the fictitious structure. In adopting the TI3 Inethod only
dx'l.-y2 and d 3z2-r'l. orbitals of Cu are considered as atomic basis functions . Intra-planer

and inter-planer transfer energies are taken into account only for n.n. sites. Parameters
used in the fitting procedure are as follows:
tl

!.( dx 2 - y2 - dx'l. - y'2)

l2

/.( d3z 2 -r 2

t3

l( dx'l. - y'l. - d3z2 - r'l.)'

/,4

t(d X '2 - y'1.

t5

l( d3z'2-r2 -

VI

v( dx2- y2 ),

v2

v(d3z'2 - r'2 ).

-

-

intra - plane,

d3z 2 - r2 ),

d X '1. - y'2)

inter - plane,

d3z2-r2 ) '

(4.2)
Matrix representation of the Hamiltonian for each k is represented as
JJTB:fict

=

flu
( 1112

ll12 ) ,

(4.3)

1122
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1
1
1
-2 /l( cos ";x t cos ky) - 8/4 cos 2kx cos 2ky cos 2kz

1!11

-2 /2( cos kx

-j

-2 /3 ( COS ";X -

cos ~;") - 8/.s
COS

OS

+ v1,

~kx cos ~ky cos ~kz + V2,

";y).

We have found that a set of para1neters shown in Table 4.7 can reproduce the band
structure calculated by the FLAPW rnethod. Figure. 4.19 shows the comparison of the
energy dispersions calculated by the F'LAPW and the TB method . H is seen that band
structures near l~F are reproduced quite faithfully by the TB method. Inter-planer transfer energy is only about 0.01 tirnes as large as intra-planer transfer energy, and hence this
system can be regarded as good two-dirnensional systern, which is consistent with experimental results. Furthermore we note that each value of the transfer energy is consistent
with the magnitude of the overlap between the two wave functions.
Table 4.7: A set of pararneters which can reproduce the band structure calculated by the
FLAPW method most faithfully (in unit of eV) .

0.212

0.122

0.170

0.00

0.003

0.220

>
~
>.
~
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c

w

-1

z

r

Figure 4. 19: t he cmnparison of energy dispersion calculated for fictitious structure with
F LA PW method and tight binding 1nethod.
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Table 4.8: Parmneters used in the TB fitting for the cases of the realistic structures.

tg

I.( d3x 2 -

le

t( dy'2 - z'2- dx'2-z2 )

It

l.( d3x 2 -r 2 -dx 2 --z 2 )

ls

l( d3z2-r'2- d3z2-r'2 )

Vg

v( d3x2- r 2 )

Ve

v( dy 2-z"2 )

r 2 -d3y 2 - r 2 )

Estimation for realistic structure
Next, similar approach is applied to the realisti c AFD structure.

Four functions are

considered as the atornic bases for the TB calculation since this systern includes two
Cu cations in the unit cell. For simplicity, only intraplaner transfer is considered , and
we attempt to reproduce only the kz= O part of the band structures calculated by the
FLAPW method.
Table 4.8 shows the transfer and the orbital energies used in the TB fitting proced ure
(see also Fig. 4.20) .
Now, the Harniltonian rnatrix in the TB rnethod is described as

/1TB:real

I fu

0

0

1/22

//13

//23

1/14

//24

lh4
lh3 lh4
lh3 0
/h3

0

(4.4)

1/44

'Ug )

1

1

-4 le

COS

2kx COS 2ky,

- 2/,l

COS

2(kx

COS

2(kx

1

+ ky) -

2ls

1

COS

2(kx- ky),

Ve,

-21.3

1

1

+ ky)- 2ll COS 2(kx - ky),

1

1

2

2

-4/. 9 COS - kx COS - ky ,
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Table 4.9 : A set of par ameters whi ch can reproduce the band structure calculated by
FLAPW method 1nost faithfully(in unit of eV)
"Ue-"llg

ll

/,g

I.e

/,s

0.55

-0 .28

-0.01

0.10

0.00

(1)

0.58

-0.31

-0.03

0.15

0.03

(2)

0.45

-0.29

-0.05

0.18

0.04

(3)

0.56

-0.30

-0.03

0.16

0.03

-0.31

-0.04

0.12

0.02

arnbient
p= 4.2GPa

fictitious

We have found that a set of para1neters shown in Table 4.9 can reproduce the band
structures calculated by the FLAPW rnethod faithfully for each structure. The parruneters
for the fictitious structure have been derived from L1 , t 2 and /, 3 given in Table 4.7 by making
use of the following relations:

vl3 d3

1

- -2 d x 2 - .y 2
1
- dx 2 2

y2-

-

- -

2

vl3 d3

-

z 2 -r2

z 2 -r2

2
vl3
1
- dx 2 - y 2 - - d3 z 2 - r 2
2
2
vl3
1
- - dx 2 - y 2 - - d3 z 2 - r 2

2

2

(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

It is noted here that the parameter values given in Table 4.9 should not be taken
seriously because we have done TB calculations with use of li1nited nu1nber of atomic
orbitals. Nevertheless, we believe that Table 4.9 give us important and interestiug information about the pressur effects on the transfer and the orbital energies. First, the
energy difference between the upper and the lower orbitals is enhanced with adding pressure except for the case (2). The decrease of the orbital energy difference in the case (2) is
considered to be caused by shortening of the longest axis of the octahedron. On the other
hand, the enhancement in other cases is due to the reduction of the octahedron volume,
which makes the tetragonal-type crystal field larger. Secondly, all of the trru1sfer parameters show a tendency to be enhanced by adding pressure. The degree of enhancernent of /.1
which has the largest value is rather small, and hence it is expected that the change of l1
due to pressure may not cause a drastic change of the magnetic properties. On the other
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hand,

L- 9

and Ls whose value is nearly 0 at a111bient pressure is much enhanced by adding

pressure. These two transfer energies should vanish if we 'onsider only two octahedron
clusters with AFD order. Therefore the enbance1nent of these transfers 1nay be caused
by increasing of the orthorhornl>ic-type crystal field due to other CuX 2 planes, change of
octahedron from AFD and hybridization in adding pressure.
Finally, we compare the results for the fictitious structure with those for the realistic
structure . We find that all the pararneters are enlarged in the fictitious structure. l 1 and
le may be enhanced by the shifL of halogen anions toward the center of n.n. Cu cations.

Increase of 1, 9 and ts see1n to be natural because AFD order does not exist in the fictitious
structure.

00()

.. fe ..

d 3x2 - r2
d3y2 - r2

d y 2_., 2

d2
x -z 2
~

tg

....

CCX)

Figure 4.20: Shape of d1 wave functions of Cu and transfer structure between a pair of
nearest coppers. Thickness of arrow indicates the magnetude of each transfer.
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4.4

Perturbational approacl1 for CuX 2 plane

We have estimated the values of interatomic transfer and orbital energies for the realistic
structure of K2CuF4 under both ambient and high pressure. With use of these values we
try to rnake the 1nagnetic phase diagra1n for CuX2 planes in orcler to investigate pressure
effects on orbital ordering systetns . The perturbational treatrnent will be adopted for
the interatomic transfer because we found that holes in Cu d1-orbitals keep a localized
character near the ferrornagnetic region.

4.4.1

Construction of multi-band Hubbard model Hamiltonian

In order to sirr1plify the model Harniltonian we first clarify which parameters give significant influence to the magnetic properties. As for the relative rnagnitudes of the transfer
energies shown in Fig. 4.20 and TaGle 4.9, we have

Among these pararneters the rnost irnportant parameters are lt and l 9 b cause the former
has the largest value and the latter tneans the transfer energy between the ground states
in hole picture. On the other hand, I e means the transfer between the excited states, and
hence it will affect little the magnetic properties in the case of a quarter-filling. Ther fore
we negelect te. We also neglect l 3 for sirnplicity. Then, the Hamiltonian for the interatornic
transfers in the CuX 2 planes is described as

f/1

=

L

1. 9 (ctx,y)2aaC(x+6,y+6')laa

+

(4.9)

h.c.)

xyaoo'

+

L

/,l ( ctx,y)laaC(x - 6,y - 6)2ba

xyao

+

cL

!-6,y+l-6)laaC(x,y)2ba

+ h.c.)'

where b, b' = 0, 1
ctxy eJ-La (c xy.. eJ-La ) represents the creation (aunihilation) operator of J.l-orbital with a-spin at
the f-th Cu in the unit cell (x, y), and

'J/,ifJJ-a

denotes the number operator of the sarne

state . It is noted that two Cu ions, f = 1 and 2, are included in a unit cell, which is shown
in Fig . 4.21. From now on, the terms other than 11 1 , i.e. the Coulomb interaction parts
in the total Han1iltonian will be denoted by 1fa.
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(x+ l,y) 1

Figure 4.21 : The structure of two-diinensional1nulti-band Hubbard model for CuX 2 plane.
Thick line represents the boundary of unit cell.
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4.4.2

Transformation to Heisenberg: Model

It is well known that the single Land Iluubard rnodel can be transfonned into a Heisenberg
model with interatornic exchange energy

J1

= -

b by perturbational approach if U >> L.

4

Similar discussion can be applied to our present 1nodel systerns.
Before performing perturbational calculations, the ground anu the exci ted states of
flo must be obtained. 110 can be written following fonn,

(4 .1 0)
The ground and the excited states of 11 0 are represented as direct product of the eigenstates of {/l~i)}. One-particle states on one atmn is lirnited by four states as shown in
Fig. 4.22( a), which are eigenstate of fl~i). Six staLes,

11)

f"'J

j6), in Fig. 4.24(b) are the

two-- particle states .

(a)

11 >

12>

13>

t

14>

t

!

(b)

12>

11 >

t

13>

t

t i

t
15>

t ;

14>

16>

!
i

Figure 4.22: (a) rn any-body bases for one-site with one electron. (b ) with two electrons .

s;ot = 0, the eigenstates of ll~i) must be generated frorn 12) 15).
Matrix representat ion of Il~i) in the space of .s;ot = 0 of the two-particle state is given by
In the subspace of

f"'J

u
JJ~i)

0

0

U+V - J
0
- J U+ V

0

0

0

0
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0
0
0

U + 2V

( 4.11)

In obtaining the above express10n, the sign ansrng fr01n anticornrnutation relation of
fennions should Le corT ctly taken into accouut. The eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenfuctions are obtained as

In)

12)

11'-

U,

Il l)

~(13) + 14))

F-

U+V-J,

I!)

~(13) -14))

II'- U+V+J,

lb)

15)

F-

_j-

_j-

( 4.12)

_j-

_j-

U +2V.

Now we carry out the perturbational calculations. We perfonn the calculations up to
the fourth order in l1 and up to the second order in l 9 . Figure. 4.23 represents the charge
transfer paths in perturbational calculation with respect to /. 1.

,..

- -- - ...

fourth

second

Figure 4.23 : The path considered with p erturbational approach for l 1
First we discuss the second order tenns in /. 9 as shown in Fig. 4.24( a) which produces
an interaction b etween n .n. Cu ions. Four basis functions are shown in Fig. 4.24(b) and
the matrix representation of the second order perturbation is given by

0

U+V - J

0

0

0

0

0
t '.l

0

U+V - J

( 4.13)
Then, per turbation al energies of the triplet and the singlet states a re obtained as follows:

t,f

F(tt :2nd)
./ tripl e t

U+V-J

t,f

F(t.l :2nd)
..J

singlet

U+V+J
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(4 .14 )

(4 .15)

ll >

12 >

+13 >

14>

Figure 4.24: Four many-body basis functions considered in second order perturbational
calculation for L1 .
Consequently, exchange coupling is expressed as

U+V-J
(U

U+V+J

( 4.17)

+ V)2- J2
21} J

(4.16)

J

2

(U+V)2{ 1 +(U+J) }.

( 4.18)

The last expression was derived by 1naking an expansion up to the fifth order in J and t
with the assumption that J is as s1nall as t 1•
Next we discuss the fourth order tenns in 11. The rnost irnportant t rm of the fourth
order is the interaction between the third neighbors. We shall calculate the energies of the
triplet and the singlet states constituted by both edge of three spins shown in Pig. 4.25(a).
Eight functions ( 1)"-' (8) shown in Fig. 4. 25(b) are necessary basis functions. How ver, matrix elements connected with ( 5 )"-'(8) are 0 frmn Pauli principle. Furthermore, a set of

(1) and (2) has no hybridization with a set of (3) and (4), and they have the symmetric relations due to the space inversion. Consequently, we need only to solve the 2 x 2
secular detenninant obtained from the bases (1) and (2). In this subspace, the matrix
representation of the fourth order perturbation is written as
(4.19)

( 4.20)

flu
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(1)

(2)

(3)

+- +- -+ -+ +- +- +- -+ -+
(4)

(5)

(6)

-+ -+ +- +- +- +- -+ -+ -+
(7)

(S)

+- -+ +- -+ +- -+
Figure 4.25: Eight many-body basis functions considered in the fourth order perturbational calculation for L1 .

tf

u+J
where I~

{

1
]!) -

(

J

1

Jj'

+J +

1

b' - J

) }

)

( 4.21)

= U + V.

Further, we make an expansion up to the fifth order in J and l as done for

-!In ')
11n ,

//11
( -llu

=

lin

-2t[

(1

U(U + V) 2

E(tt :2nd):

( 4.22)

J

+ U+

J

U+ V

)

( 4.23)

Then, energies of the triplet and the singlet states are calculated as follows:
0

(4 .24)

-4/.f
(1
J
J )
U(U + V) 2
+ U+ U + V .

(4.25)

Exchange coupling between the third neighbors are represented as
(tl :4th)
12

-

-4 1.{
U(U + V) 2

(1 -1- ~~U + U +J V ) .

( 4.26)

Exchange coupling derived from the second order perturbation of l 9 is obtained in the
same way as for the single-band Hubbard 1nodel:
J(ty:2nd) _
1

-
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_

4l~

u

( 4.27)

Now the rnulti-band llu!Jbanl n1odel ( -1.10) is transformed into the following IIeisen!Jerg

model :

If

·h ~

S(x,y)l · (S(x,y-to)2

+ S(x-to,y)2)

( 4.28)

+ S(x,y)2

( 4.29)

6=- 1,0

·h ~

S (x,y)l · S (x t-6,y 1-6)l

6=±1
2

4L

__
9

u

+

2/ 2
l

(U +V)2

-4 l(

U(U+V)2

(

{l + (

J

U+ J

)2}

J
J )
l+U+U+V.

'

· S (x+6,y - 6)2,

( 4.30)
( 4.31)

Structure of exchange coupling is shown in Fig. 4.23.

Figure 4.26: The structure of two-dimensional Heisenberg model for CuX2 plane derived
as the transformation frmn 1nulti-band Hubbard rnoclel with perturbational approach
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4.4.3

Phase diagram

The multi-band Ilu obard model has been transformed into a l Ieisenb rg nwcl I, for which
there is a general rnethod to determine the rnagneti · phase diagrarn if we treat the spins
class ically.

Its Lasic procedure is searchin g the Inaximurn eigenvalue of th

rn atrix of

Fourier-transfon ned exchange coupling .J(q) (C) represents matrix).

J(q)

is written as

2 J 2 cos ( (/:c +

)(q)

( -1./ 1 cos ~ q.l: u cos ~ qya
=

where J

=

(j y ) (l

2.1, (

J cos (q.c

+ qy)a

2 cos ~ rha cos ~qya

Ll.h cos ~ r!J:a cos ~ qya )

( 4.32)

2.1 2 cos ( q.l: - qy )a

2 cos

~q.ca cos ~qya

) ,

( 4.33)

J cos( rJx - {j-y )a

J2/ .J1 and a represents length of unit vector of superlattice structure. The

eigenvalues of

J (q)

are calculated for each q as follows :

(4 .34)

2 J 1 { J cos (j .1: cos (/ y

±

.J2

4

(1 - cos 2r~.r)(1 - cos2rJy)

+ (1 + cosq.c)(l

To detennine the spin anangen1ent of the ground state we hav
eigenvector for the maxirnurn value of
noted here that in the present rnodel
In case of J 1
(/y

=

] ~'+

-1 cosqy)}
to calcul at

also the

in case of .11 > 0 ( 8 - in case of J 1 < 0) . It is

.h has a negative sign.

0 a nd .) < -~ , for l~ xampk , /~' t- takes the rnax imurn value at ((h =

0) , whose e igenvector is ~ ( 1, 1). l11 this case the most s tabl e :-;tate is f )nomagn ~ ti c.

In case of

.Jr <

0 and .J < ~ - /)'- t ak "s the rnaximum value also at ((h =

{jy =

0) ,

but its eigenvector is "72( 1, - 1) . Therefore the rnost st able state is antifenorn ag neti c. In
other situations, heli cal st a te may

Lx~

th ., rnost st abl e. The phase cliagra1n of th ground

state for the effective Heise nb erg mod "l is shown in Fig. L!.27.
With use of the relations (

~1.30)

and ( -1.31) and the phase diagrarn cletennin d above,

we can obtain the rnagn etic phase di agrarn in the pl ane of tran sfer energiei::i

IL

anJ l 9

for the multi-band Hubbard Ilarniltonian. The boundary between the helical state and
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the ferro1nagnetic state (or the antifenmnagnetic state)

IS

gtven as the solution of the

following equation:

1 for ferro - helical

(4 .36)

1 for anti ferro - helical,

( 4.37)

where

a

4
U'

b

(U: V) {l +(u~V) }'

( 4.39)

c

4
(
J
J )
U(U + V) 2 l-U + U+V.

( 4.40)

( 4.38)
2

2

The phase diagra1n in the t.,-/, 9 plane for K 2 CuF' 4 is shown in Fig. 4.28 . Difference of
orbital energies estimated with F'LAPW calculations are used. U = 10eV and J = 0.8e V are
respectively used, which are esti1nated experi1nentally for copper oxides [71, 72, 73 , 74]
because these values cannoL be estimat d with band calculations, We can see that it is
si1nilar to Fig. 4.8 which is deLenniu d for one-dimensional model. IL is noted Lhat the
topological shape of diagra1n does not d epend on given para1neters. Namely, the phase
diagram does not change qualitatively for different values of U, V and J.
In this figure the value of transfer estimated at a1nbient pressure and un ler 4.2GPa
is shown as open and closed circles, respectively. It is found that phase transition frorn
ferromagnetic to helical state will be i1npossible because lt is too srnall even under high
pressure.

On the other hand, antifenmnagnetic state may become stable under high

pressure due to the enhancernent of /.9 . The above results indicate a possibility that layered
perovskite-type orbital ordering ferromagnet s shows instability against antiferrmnagnetic
phase without structural transition by applying pressure.
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Figure 4.27: Magnetic phase diagram of Heisenberg model for CuX 2 plane with classical
spin approximation.
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Figure 4.28: Magnetic phase diagra1n of two-dimensional multi-band Hubbard model
derived from Fig. 4.27 with U= lO , ) = 0.8, and V= 0.55eV. For K 2 CuF 4 , the value of U
and J is assumed and V is estimated with FLAPW method.
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4.5

Discussion

We have proposed that pressure effects on magnetism of K 2 CuF 4 can be explained withiu
the frarnework of perturbational approach for Inulti-band Hubbard IIarniltonian with use
of the parameters estin1ated by the FLAPW band calculations. Ilere we first discuss our
results from the physical view point, and then point out the problerns which are open to
question in the future.

4.5.1

Physical v1ew of pressure effect in our study

In this work, we have pointed out that besides the fenomagnetic (F) state two kinds of
low spin states ( antiferrmnagnetic ( AF) and helical (HI) states) can be the most stable
in some parruneter regions even when AFD order is realized.

Judging from the pres-

sure dependence of the transfer energies estitnated from the FLAPW band calculations,
pressure-induced F-Ill transition seerns to be irnpossible in K 2 CuF 4 , but pressure-induced
F-AF transition 1nay be possible with keeping the A.F'D order. It is the increase of l 9 due
to pressure that will drive the F-AF transition. As rnentioned in the preceding section,
/, 9

is ahnost vanishing if only CuX2 planes with cornplete AFD order is considereu. In

fact, t9 estimated for the structure at ambient pressure is quite srnall. But, we can find
the enhancement of

L9

in all the structures assUined for 4.2GPa. We here point out the

following two effects as the origin of this enhancement of l 9 :
• Orthorhombic-type crystal field
The space group of the realistic structure of K 2 CuF 4 is JJi~, and hence the true
sym1netry at the Cu site is not tetragonal but orthorhmnbic. Figure. 4.29 represents
a CuF 2 plane on which F ions on adjacent KI planes are projected. It is found that
1

these F ions have a role of destroying tetragonal-type crystal field at the Cu site.
With adding pressure, inter-planer effect for crystal field is enhru1ced. As the result,
dx2-z').

orbital is hybridized with other orbitals, e.g. <L 3 y'). -

r'}.

and

dxz,

which increases

the value of 1, 9 . In fact, the difference of the band energies near 8F between the
k-points which are equivalent in the tetragonal structure, e.g. (1,0,0) and (0,1,0), is
0.010 eV at a1nbient pressure whereas it is 0.018, 0.019 ru1d 0.022 eV for the three
types of structures under high pressure, respectively.
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Table 4.10 : Interatornic exchange energy betwee n n .n .

u Ions, .11, and b etween third

n.n. Cu ions, J 2 (in unit of K).
a1nbient

..J..2GPa(1)

-1.2GPa(2)

4.2GPa(3)

12.7

11.9

2.77

10.9

-0 .25

-0.38

-0.30

-0.34

• Distortion of octahedron of F ions
In the presence of AFD order, the octahedron ofF ions does not have co1nplete one
axis-type anisotropy. Even at a1nbient pressure, the lengths of the two shorter axes
are different a little. The crystal field which octahedron feels under high pressure
may accelerate the distortion from the tetragonal-type structure. As the result ,
dx2 - z'2

and

d3y2 _ r2

are hybridized , which rnakes

1, 9

larger. Unfortunately, we can

not find such a tendency from the results of the FLAPW calculations in this thesis.
However, it is expected to be detectable if the accuracy of band calculations is
increased.
Next, we discuss the change of interatomic exchange interaction with adding pressure.
Table 4.10 shows the value of J 1 and

.h evaluated with use of U= lOeV, J = 0.8eV and

the transfer and orbital energies esti1nated with the FLAPW calculations. J 1 at ambient
pressure is consistent with the experimental value, 11.2 K [68].

It is noted, however,

that this agreement should not be taken seriously because the value of J 1 depends rather
sensitively on U and J and we have used si1nply typical values of U and J.
Fro1n Table 4.9 we find ahnost the smne pressure dependence for /.1(p) - t 1(0) and
/.9

(p)- l 9 (0) where li(JJ) and /i(O) (i = l,y) represent the transfer energy at pressure p

and at ambient pressure , respectively. By assuming l 1(p)- t1(0)

= /. 9 (p)- t9 (0) we have

calculated J 1 as a function of lt(P)- 11(0). The results are shown in Figure 4.30. From
this figure we recognize that J 1 is less dependent on pressure in a low-pressure region but
drastically suppressed in a high-pressure region. This tendency of the pressure dependence
of J 1 is consistent with the pressure dependence of the observed Tc of K 2 CuF 4 , that is, Tc
is almost constant at first with increasing pressure, but it rapidly decreases above 6 CPa.
The observed small pressure dependence of '1

c will

be understood with this tnechanism

even if the origin of the pressure-induced F-AF transition is not the increase of t. 9 .
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4.5.2

Problems

There are three problerns which rernain open to question.
• Calculational error
In the present study FLAPW band calculatilons with LDA and TB calculations
have been applied to estirnation of transfer and orbital energies. The first problem
is the validity of the LDA band calculations for K 2 CuF 4 which rnay be regarded

as

Matt (or charge transfer) insulator. Our opinion for this question is that the LDA
band calculations rnake s01ne sense in evaluating the one-particle energy such as the
transfer energy even for strongly correlated electron systems. The second problem
is the calculational errors inherent in our band calculations. Since we have adopted
rather simplified TB picture we expect the rnaximum errors will be a few hundredth
eV. In order to give rnore quantitative discussion it will be necessary to take account
of the halogen p-orbitals as well as the Cu de in the TB band calculations.
• Reinvestigation of interplaner interaction
In this thesis, interplaner interaction is considered only in FLAPW band calculations, and the discussion about the magnetisn1 is confined to the two-dirnensional
CuF 2 plane. It is reported that interplaner rnagnetic interaction is rnuch depend
on small change of the alignrnent of interplaner atoms (75] . Since the interplaner
interaction is very srnall, it will be quite difficult to make quantitative discussion
on it . But, investigation of the interplaner interaction is inevitable to discuss bulk
three-dimensional magnetic behaviors.
• Magnetic properties of K 2NiF 4 -type orbital-ordering magnets other than K2CuF 4
The results derived in this thesis are consistent with the pressure effects observed
in K2CuF 4 . On the other hand, enhancernent of interatomic exchange interaction
due to pressure reported for (p-cyanoanilinium )2CuCl 4 cannot be explained within
our present study.

Extension of our th ory will be necessary to cover the other

K 2NiF 4 -type orbital-ordering rnagnets.
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Chapter 5
Summary
In this thesis we have made detailed theoretical study on two kinds of orbital ordering
fenomagnets: TDAE-C 60 and K 2 CuF 4 . IIere we surnrnarize the rnain results obtained
from the present study.

The origin of ferron1agnetism of TDAE-C 60
We suggest that the origin of fenornagnetism TDAFrC 60 is the orbital ordering due to
intramolecular charge transfer induced J ahn- Teller ( CT JT) distortion and intermolecular
cooperative Jahn- Teller ( CJT) distortion.
1. Intramolecular CT JT distortion

LUMO of C6o has t 1u syrnrnetry and is triply degenerate. Therefore Jahn- Teller
distortion can occur for a C60 which has received one-charge from other molecules.
It is called as intrmnolecular CT JT distortion.
• For single C60, serni-ernpirical MO calculations and structure optirnization are
carried out in ord r to evaluate the rnagnitude of Jahn-Teller as well as to
determine the electronic structure of Cij0. Syrnmetry of the distorted Cij0 is
assumed as D2h .
• C60 molecule is distorted frorn spherical shape into rugby ball-like structure.
LUMO is separated by about 0.1 eV above SOMO although the rnagnitude
of distortion is quite srnall. It is also found that the charge density of the
unpaired electron has a shape like the belt.
2. Intermolecular CJT distortion

Since intennolecular transfer interaction between two orthogonal LUMO's is vanish-
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•,

1ng, the rnagnetic interaction depends sensi Lively on the relative orientation of the
rnolecular axis of the two C(i0 anions. Fenornagn "tic ordering can be possible in C5

0

crystals if C60 anions are arranged so that appropriate orl>ital ordering is realized,
which is called CJT distortion.
• In order to examine the actual possibility of the ferrornagentic order in C6Q
systems the rnagnetic phase diagrarn for one-dirnensional rnulti-band Hubbard
rnodel relevant to a C50 chain is constructed with exact diagonalization procedure.
• The values of Hamiltonian paraJTleters are evaluated serni-quantitatively frorn
semi-empirical MO calculation and CI int raction calculation for C50 . It is
found that the high spin state (ferrornagentic state) cru1 be certainly the ground
state for the parameters derived

c60·

• We have proposed possible three-dirnensional arrangements of distorted C60
ions which can give rise to three-dirnensional ferrornagentic order.
We also propose the following experimental approaches which might be able to confirm
our suggestion.
1. Measurement of spin density rnap by neutron diffraction

2. Detection of molecular distortion by X-ray diffraction
3. Analysis of crystal and molecular syrnmetry by Rarnan scattering

Pressure effect of Perovskite-type orbital ordering ferromagnets
We have studied the pressure effects on Perovskite-type orbital ordering ferromagnets such
as K 2 CuF 4 on the basis of rnulti-band Hubbard rnodel. The transfer and orbital energies
in the model Hamiltonian are estimated frorn FLAP'W band calculations for K2 CuF4 .

1. Phase diagram of one-dirnensional rnulti-band Hubbard HaJTiiltonian
We first constructed the magnetic phase diagrarn of sirnple one-dimensional multiband Hubbard Harniltonian with exact cliagonalization procedure. The paraJTieters
in the rnodel Hamiltonian are chosen in keeping in rr1ind the CuF 2 plane in 3.11 orbital
ordering ferrornagnet K 2 CuF 4 . As the result, we found that antiferrornagnetic (AF)
and helical (HI) stat s can be stable with increasing interatomic transfer energy.
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2. Estirnation of transfer and orbital energy of K 2 CuF 4
In order to rnake realisti c discuss ion for K 2 CuF 4 the transfer and the orbital energies
of this systern have bee n es timat d frorn band cal culations. At first first-principl e
FLAPW band calculations were carried out for the structure at arnl>ient pressure
and that under high pressure , and then the pararneters are estirnated by reproducing
the band structure of FLAPW calculation ou the basis of the tight binding rnethod
with considering only the d1 orbital of Cu ionb. We found pressure dependence of 11
(transfer between the upp er and the lower orbitals) and that of /. 9 (transfer between
the lower orbitals) are alrnost the sarne.
3 . Magnetic phase diagram of two-dirnensional system
Two dimensional 1nulti-band Hubbard Harniltonian representing the CuF 2 plane
which play a important role of ferromagnetisrn of K 2 CuF 4 are constructed and converted into the Heisenberg Harniltonian with perturbational procedure. Magnetic
phase diagram for the Heisenberg llarniltonian is derived with classical approach.
As in the one-dirnensional systern AF and HI states can be the rnost stable when
appropriate transfer parameters are chosen. Stability of the AF ar1d the HI stat s
depend on the n1agnitucle of /. 9 and t1. We point out a possibility that the pressure
-induced F-AF transition rnay be realized in K 2 CuF 4 without structural transition
frmn AFD to FD phase. Further we can explain qualitatively the pressure dependence of

1c of K 2 CuF4 .

As discussed in this thesis, lattice distortion often has rnuch to do with the properties
in multi-band systems. For both rnaterials, TDAE-·C 60 and K 2 Cul' 4, we have obtained
new information about the relation between the fenornagnetism and lattice distortion. In
order to confirm our proposal aud prediction further experimental studies are desired .
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